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HE STANDS BETWEEN
THE WARRING NATIONS
While Peace Looks Doubtful—Strong
Influences Are at Work and
May Rule.
. WORLD WANTS THE
BLOODY STRIFE ENDED.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. a4—The
personality of Presidentt Roosevellooms larger and larger in the crisis.
He stands between the warring covn-
tries, insisting that the peace confer-
ence shall not fail. Had not he step-
ped into the breach the conference
probably would already have gone to
pieces. Such hopes as remain that it
will end in peace and treaty rest uponhim. The strength of the president'sposition is that he con mande the
confidence of both sides. He has al-
ready accomplished much, using hisgood offices to impress upon each
side the necessity of mutual conces-a
*ton. and both sides have alreadyyielded a great deal to his persuasion.
Only a single point still separates
them, but it is, as it, has been fromthe beginning, the crisis,
C0122promill Proposition.
It was Mr. Roosevelt's prc-position
which Baron Komora formally pre-
sented in yesterday's getting in
which Japan agreed to entirely with-draw articles to and it (surrender ofinterned warships and limitation ofRussia's naval force in the far East)
and to substitute for articles 5 and Q(cessicm of Sakhalin and indemnity)
a new article providing for an ar-
rangement by which Japan should
• get legal title to the southern half ofSakhalin, which she possessed beforethe treaty of 1875, while Russia
should redeem or repurchase her ti-tle to the northern half of the islandfor Ismomoo,000 yen, or $600,000,000.While it h Mr. Roosevelt's propo-
sition in substance, the AssociatedPress is informed that as ered yes
terdag it varies slightly from the
terms cf the compromise as the pres-ident suggested it to both sides. In
exactly what particular cannot be as-
certained. Russia, it can be stated,
while rejecting the compromise be-
cause it included remuneration for
cost of the war under another name,
was willing and indeed, offered to di-
vide the Island of Skahalin, by not
only restoteng the status quo existinghefore the treaty of 1875. but to de-limit the frontier and forever re-flounce all claim to the southernhalf.
Only. One Thing.
With articles to and it out of the
way by Japanege reciegion and arti-
cle 5 settled by compromise, the only
thing which remained was the indem-
nity which has been a stone wall
across the path of a complete agree-
ment. Under the financial head, Rus
us offers to pay liberally for the
maintenance of the Russian prisonersin Japan. Het- cession of the Chinese
Eastern railroad also will place atidy sum in the Japanese exchequer,but further than that Mr. Witte has
as yet no instructions to go. So the
eituation stood yesterday when the
canference adjourned until Saturday.
But the president did not surrender.
• He carried his appeal for peace to thethrone of the Romanoffe, to the au-
thor of the dream reduced armament
and universal peace. Ambassador
Meyer'. three
-hours' audience with
a 4 Emperor Nicholas yesterday duringthe very time when the plenipotentiaties at the navy yard were explainingto each other their irreconcOable dif-ferencea may have proved the decid-ing factor.
No Clew Received.
There is yet no clue to the response
Mr. Meyer received from Emperor
Nicholas, but it is already in Presi-dent Roosevelt's possession and heis in a position today to determine
• iris next step. If the emperor de-
clines absolutely to yield, there troyhe still time to turn to Tokio for alast appeal -to forego troneencno or$400.000,000 rather than protract warindefinitely at the cost of million, in
money and thousands of lives with
no security that she will ever be able,
whatever her military successes toforce tribute from her burly adver-
sary.
Now; too, in the struggle the influ-
ence of the neuteal powers, and thethreats of financier, can he broughtto bear to force the combatants to
cease the bloody'steffe - which has!seen going on for nineteen months.
•
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The financiers of the world- are aspotent as nations. No country can
conduct military campaigns with an
empty war chest. The money mar-kets of the world have already showna disposition to close their doors toRussia unless she makes peace. In
consequence Russia only the other
clay sought to raise an internal loan
of $too,000,000. It met with little re-
'sponse, although there is plenty ofidle money in Russia. Yet the cablebrought the report alai as the at-tempt was a failure, the treasury has
resorted to an issue of paper. While
a margin of gold reserve for paperissues still remains, it is not large
and foreign bankers could shortlyforce Russia again upon the paperbasis from which Mr. Witte rescuedher. A 'failure to respond to Japan-
ese appeals for loans would probablyplace Japan in even a worse position.
These considerations in the next fewdoh will prove all powerful.
Message to the Czar.
It can be stated now with absolutepositiveness that it was the presi-dent's personal message to Emperor
Nicholas yesterday, delivered to his
majesty in person by Mk. Meyer,
which was communicated to Mr. Witte and Baron Rosen Tuesday after-
noon at the navy yard. The presi-dent desired that the Russian pleni-
potentiAries should be apprised of the
steps he contemplated, and the factthat they, as understood, approved ofit is significant in the extreme. Presi-dent Roosevelt, until Tuesday, had
confined himself to communicating
with Mr. Witte and Baron Kaneko.
His role was unofficial. He had not
put himself in direct communication
with St. Petersburg and Tokio. Now
he has made his appeal officially, per
sonally, as the head of one state to
the head of another, to Emperor
Nicholas. If it has failed, there still
remains a last &peel to the emperor
of Japan.
Today, superficially at least, thereis a pause. Mr. Witte and , Baron
Rosen were off at to o'clock in an
automobile, announcing that they
were going to Magnolia to lunch with
Baroness De Rosen at the Russian
embassy. They expected to return
tonight, but might stay over until to-
morrow.
Little Incident.
A little incident occurred just be-fore they left which may or may notbe significant Mr. Pierce. the as-
sistant secretary olf state, was hastily
telephoned for and came to the hotel
at 9:3o. He was with Mr. Witte for
twenty-five minutes. When they left
Mr. Pierce dismisses the visit with
the explanation that it was only to
make arrangements about the trip of
Mr. Witte and Baron De Rosen. But
twenty-five minutes are rather along
time, and there is a suspicion that
Mr Witte delivered to Mr. Pierce a
communication for the president.
There is a report, which cannot be,
absolutely confirmed, that late last
night Baron Komura ad Mr. Take-
hire were at the navy yard. If thisis true it is possible that the presi-
dent had some communication with
them after hearing from Mr. Meyer.
It seems that the so-called protocols
signed at yesterday's sessions of the
conference were not protocoli at all,in the proper sense of the word. They
were simply what in diplomacy ,are
called the "proces verbal," or minutes
of the Meetings. In Russian they
are called "procotols," and as the Rus
oan secretary made the announce-
ment, the word employed led to a
misunderstanding'. As the conference
had sat on seven different deys, whenhe said seven of the protocols had
teen signed, four yesterday and three
previously, the hasty conclusion wasdrawn that he meant the proctocols
of seven articles only had been sign-
ed.
AWAITING DEVELOPMENTS.
Oyster Bay, N. Y. Aug. e4.—Presi-
dent Roosevelt is awaiting develop-
ments in the pending negotiatisanifor peace Beyond his direct appea
to Emperor Nicholas of Riosia he
does not feel that he can go at this
time. There are reasons for the
statements that the president aliohas made some representations to the
Tolcio government, but whether they
were made direct to the Japanese t
peror is not known. No confirnuet
of the report, however, is obtainabk
here. Acting Secretary Barnes said
today that Ambassador Meyer' report
of his audience -pith Emperor Nicho-
las, cabled yesterday from St. Peters
burg, had not been received.
Assistant Secretary of State Pierce
at Portsmouth, is keeping the presi-
dent advised constantly of the de-
velopments of the conference.
President Roo•evelt passed the dayin and about Sagamore Hill. No vis-
itors were received. With the as-
sistance 6f Secretary Barnes the
president digpooect of a mass of offi-
cial business, much ef it beng of a
rcutine character. •
A LONG SESSION
Much Business Kept Alder
men at Work Hours.
IN CHAMBERS AT
CITY HALL LAST NIGHT
Many Ordinances Given Passage,
Ratifying Work of Council,
Board of Public Works, Etc.
COMPLETE NOTES OF
THE BOARD'S WORK
The board of alderman held a longdrawn out session last night. Most ofthe business up wag that of concur-
ring in lower boards action on many
matter,,
Mr. Farley Issas the only absent
member.
Chairman Orme, of the finance
committee read report of expenses
and salaries, etc. of the city, which
was received and allowed.
The council's action was concurredin by which the bill of the circuit
clerk for $161.30 foe the Worton
suits, was referred to the joint finance
committee and city solicitor.
The following ordinances weregiven their second passage:
'Preventing lewd women and COM-
mon prostitutes from entering sa-kione.
Regulating use and speed of auto-
trsobiles in the city.
'flitfasprovement of Woodward
street from Yciser avenue to Meyers
street, the work to begin September1 and be completed by October 31.
igte improvement of Yeiser aven-
ue from Ashbrook avenue to Hyes
avenue.
For granitoid sidewalks and 'gut-
ters on Tennessee street from
Twelfth to Thirteenth street, the
work to be completed by October
isth.
An ordinance exempting the Hill
& Karnes brick, works from taxa-
tion for five year's was given second
reading but by a vote of 4
 
to 3 ite
adoption was lost, as it requires five
votes to pass an ordinance.
The second passage wa• given an
ordinance for the amprovenient of
Yeiser Avenue from Aglihrook to
Hayes avenue.
The first reading was given an or-dinance fixing the license on coal
dealers at $25, and for an additionaldealing in hay, corn and other pro-
duce $a5.
An ordinance giving the I. C. R.
R. Co. permission to build a railroad
spur track to the Hardy Buggy com-
pany at Ninth and Harrison streets
was given its first reading. ,
The first passage wee given an or-
dinance making it a misdemeanor for
a person to use the corporate sea? of
the city of Paducah unless authorizedby statue or ordinance. The penalty
for the violation of this ordinance
was fixed at $to.
'An ordinance wee given first pas-
sage regulating the standing of
vehicles on the street isr throwing
filth, refuse matter or fruit peelings
on the street and making the fine
from five to ten dollars. It was
amended from its second passage of
the lower hoard so as to include that
no vehicle when -not in use shall be
allowed td remain in the streets.
The action of the council was•con-
curred in regarding the extension of
water mains.
A petition was, read from several
property owners asking that Guthrie
street be so repaired as to drain into
Tennessee street. The matter was
referred to the board of pohlic works.
A communication from the board
of public works ISNIS received and
4ikd in which all builelinge 1Ww and
in , the sewerage _district must
connect with the sanitary sewers.
'A communication from the board
of public works was received re-
garding die placing of pole, at street
corners for the names and numbers
of the streets. They reported that
the blisclekpaintecl poles would 'cost
$4.45 each and the galvanized poles
$4.85 each and the cost of erecting
them properly would cost $1 each.
Together with the signs the total
expenses 'for 347 signs and 113 black
poles is stimated to cost $719. The
posts are to be confined in the sew-
erage localities.
Aldermen Durrett"g motion was.
carried to have the report filed away
on account of ffie boiled not wanting
in incur any more expense at pres-
ent for the city.
To the sanitary committee was re-
Ferrell. :the meter of -seeming grave
stetatil. '15Lt TriatiCrTS as Mc former con-
'(e6ntnued on Fourth Page.)
WOE OF LEEVILLE
Many Cases of Fever and
Only Two Doctors.
THE CONDITIONS ARE
MCST •s:1141BLE
More Difficult to Stamp Out Fever
Scourge in New Orleans Than
In Havana.
NUMBER OF CASES
AND DEATHS UNCHANGED
New Orleans, Aug. 24.—The stateboard of health is called to meethere tomorrow. It will pass a num-ber of regulations which are expectedto strengthen the arms of the Ma-
rine 'hospital service in its efforts to
controi the fever. Gov. ,Blanchard
and the hoard have put themselves
entirely at the disposal of the Federal
authorities and will institute aH reg-
ulations deemed necessary by them.
There was little change today in
the fever situation iteelf, the normal
number of new cases being reported.
Three .deaths during the night indi-
cated that the day's record night
be slightly in excess of that of the
preceeding twenty-four hours.
The Protestant ministers have in-
augurated a series of prayee-erseet-
ings. The churches have been divid-
ed into groups, and there are to be
nightly services while the fever lasts.
The ntgro ministers have followed
suit and have arranged for services in
their churches.
DESCRIBED AS PITIABLE.
Only Two Doctors and 170 Cases of
Fever at Leeville.
New Orleans, Aug. 24. —Desrribing
the yellow fever situation, Surgeon
White of the Marine hospital said,in a short address at the dinner which
followed the conference atothe Baton
Rouge detention camp, that it was
more difficult to stamp out the fever
in New Orleans than in Havana, for,
whereas in Havana the foci were few,
here they existed to the extent of
more than a hundred when the Ma-
rine hospital took charge. Another
important fact was that in Havana a
majority of the people were immunes,
while in- New Orleane they are not,
no general epidemic having occurred
here for twenty-seven year. Dr.
White said he wanted particidarly to
praise the general public of New Or-
leans for the assistance that was be-
ing given him.
Extolled by Governor.
'Gov )anct'rrJ, in extolling the
work of the Federal officers, said the
campaign wa's of immense importance
to Louisiana, to the entire south and
even to the civilized world. If it
could he demonstrated as a scientific
fact that the fever could be stamped
out before the frosts, the industrial
development of the state would be
given a rernairkahte impetus.
Dr. Devron, writing to the state
board of health, describes the con
tions at Leeville as pitiable, with 170
cases of ytIlow fever and 200 cases
of dengue, and only two doctors to
attend the patients. Dr. Ralph 0.
Marone-, formerly of the navy, start-
ed today for Leeville, and the board
will send additional nurses .and doc-
tor, as soon as it can collect them
It is desired tt) prevent an exodus of
the Leeville people to New Orleans
to increase the infection here, and
for that reason the board is anxious
to give all assistance possible to Dr.
Devron.
Opens Her Doors.
Pass Christian has opened her
&sores to all points on the Mfississip-
pi coast except infected Mississippi
City, hut still refugee to have any
communication with New Orleans.
Wilson, La, has quarantined all
freight trains that run south of
Baton Rouge on the Mississippi Val-
ley. Responding to protests, the Illi-
nois Central has given orders to run
its mom trains andethose on the Val-
ley at full speed through Kenner and
Hanson City, both of which towns
are infected. The appearance of a
thinker of new eases at Lake Provi-
dence, on the Memphis, Helena &
Louisiana road, has caused a revival
of the clitarantinee against that city.
There have been no fresh cases at
Alexandria, and Bunkie geerree to
have completely stamped out its
foctie, but the fever continues to
spread at Riverside and Patterson, in
St. Palm, which are in close proxi-
mity to New Orleans.
Case In Prison.
r.A: case of yellow fever has develop-
ed here in the Parish prison. The
prisoner, Ferdinand Gillman, was ar-
rested eighteen days ago. He wastaken sick yesterday and removed tothe prison hospital. Surgeon Iiilue,
of tire 1,Jarine hospital, diagnosed the
case. The prison wil4 be thoroughlydisinfected. During the sanitary
nuuvement all, the prisoners havelseelt employed in gangs to clean
streets. Some of them have done
work in the infected quarters. Gill-
man was probably bitten by a mos-quito white -eirgrgeirttr-this. work.
Dr. White ban written another let-
ter to the physicians asking them to
make inimecliate report of actual and
suspicious cases. Dr. White says in
the letter:
"We give you our assurance that
your rights as the attending phyeic-ian will be fully respected and that
our inspectors •will make no attempt
to examine the patient in any man-
ner or endeavor to influence your
diagnosis or treatment of the case."
Trade Paralyzed.
'Crowley announce* that local trade
with the farmers in that section has
been so completely paralyzed that
quarantines will be removed, in view
of the fact that the second case at
Rayne has. been found not to be yel-
low fever. •
It was announced today that Mrs.
Charles L. Wells, wife of Dean Wells
of Christ Church Cathedral, is at last
convalescent. Concerning the cage,
Dr. Gayle Aiken said today that Mrs.
Wells was the illest person to recover
that he had seen during his entire
professional career.
Dr. R. B. Leach, of Minnesota, said
older that he Was making prepara-
tions to return home and will leave
here tin Saturday, 'having abandoned
his efrort to secure an actual test of
the areetization theory. The doctor
said he had come here to fight mos-
quitoe-s, not doctors, but it appeared
that the government had been calkd
in to suppress arsenization. A meet-ing of citizen's supporting Dr. Leach
has passed resolutions deploring the
confession of the state and city
boards of health' of their inability to
control the fever, but tendering
"everlasting thanks and appreciation"
to President Roogetelt for having so
readily come to the rescue. The
meeting declared its full confidence
in the mosquito theory, pledged sup-
port to the Marine hoSpital service
. and declared that desire, for a test
of arsenization did not iiivalve any
intention to disregard any ptecautions
deemed essential by the Federal au-
thorities.
Prof. Robert Royce of the Liver-
pool school of Tropical meditine, who
cornea to assist in the fever Nht,
reached' here today. He was met by
representative physicians and visited
the offices of the Marine hospital
service, where he was cordially res
ceived.
DENIES RUMORED
SALE OF RAILROAD
New Yorkers Say Tennessee Central
Has Not Changed Hands.
New York, Aug. 24.—In view of re-
ports from St., Louis with regard to
meetings there of stockholders of
the Tennessee Central railroad, in-
terests in this' city said Tuesday they
had no knowledge of any negotia-
tions by which that line was to be
purphased by one of the Southern
roads. Representatives of the Louis-
yule Se Nashville road and the Atlan-
tic Coast Line said the Tennessee
Central was a parallel and competing
line and therefore could not be ab-
sorbed by uhe Louisville Si Nashville.
Even as a matter of policy the Louis-
ville.- & Nashville interests had never
entertained the thought of acquiring
the Tennessee Central,
It is aho recalled that when the
cSy of Nashville subscribed $1,000,-
00o of Tennessee Central stock at
par fist the completion of the road to
Clerlesviile, Tenn., the citizens made
the provision that the road ohoukt
never be sold to -Hs, buuisville &
Nashville. Seaboard Air Line and
Southern railway interests made pos-
itive denials that they harbored any
idlea of acquiring the road.
AGRARIAN DISORDERS.
Peasants Destroying Property of
Land Owners.
Odessa. Aug. 24.---Fresh agrarian
disorders have broken out in the
Elizabethgrad and Alexandria dis-
tricts and the peasants are destroying
the property of the land owners. A
big estate at iBulsky has been entire-
ly demolished. The priests of the
Eli aahethgrail Zentst vo has asked
permission of the Government to
'convoke a meeting of landlords with
the view to settling the agrarian
question.
Auditor's Agent Leas has notified
three hundred persons in Barren
county that they. are behind in their
taxes. , • I• ,s
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1BOARD OF HEALTH
Meeting to Be Held This
Forenoon at City Hall.
MAYOR YEISER AND
DR. SIGHTS TO REPORT.
Cairo Will Only Issue sul, Ironclad
Permit to Her Limits,
It Seems,
ILLINOIS WILL ACCEPT
PADUCAH CERTIFICATP.
The board of health will bold ameeting this forenoon at 930 o'clockin the office of Mayor Yeitter at thecity hall. The board is called togather to hear the report of Dr.Sights and Mayor Yeiser of their tripto Cairo to see the quarantine au-thorities there relative to acceptanceof certificates of health issued fromthis city. All the members shouldbe present.
As per the instructions from theboard of health at its last meetingMayor Yeiser and Dr. Sights visitedCairo yesterday and met the quaran-tine officers there and returned tothe city last night. While in Cairothe gentlemen held a conference withAssistant Secretary Palmer, at the
office of the quarantine board, in theHalliday House, regarding the embargo laid upon the Paducah certificatesby the Illinois authorities. The CairoCitizen of last evening says, in
speaking of the conference, that "it
was agreed the embargo would be
raised id the board of health of Pa-ducah will appoint certain persons toissue certificates and will hold them-
selves personally responsible for the
certificates so issued they will behonored, provided they are issued
only to Kentucky people or vouchedfor by citizens of Kentucky. This
was satisfactory to Mayor Yeiser,
who hai been doing everything inhis power to regulate the certificate
evil in Paducah. It is likely that the
embargo will be raised tohight. These
certificates will not be honored in
Cairo, but will be in other points inSouthern Illinois."
The gentlemen confirmed the Citi-
zen's statement of the conference last
night, but thought best to make any
fuller statement to the board ofhealth rather than the press.
It, however, apprars that the gen—
tlemen succeeded gelyolet getting the
Illitrais authorities to cornet* to
raise the embargo on Pa-ducah certificates, and that the em-
bargo bolds good so far as Cairo is
concerned. Cairo it is clear is so
frightened over the fever matter that
she is doing her own shadow after
the sun starts to rest. The cleating
up which is going on in the case
makes this fear much more reason-
able than it would appear at first
thought.
Dr. Sights brilughp hack with him
one of the health certificates as given
out by Cairo. It is filled out in his
name and was wits" by him yesterday
in Cairo. It is said to be the same
kind of ironclad protectiVe certificate
Memphis is using and is cayed a con-
ditional permit. In explanang this
certicate last night Dr. Sights said
it was issued in accordance Altit a
plan of. protection suggested he Dr.
Egan, secretary of the Illinois state
board of health and adopted by the
Cairo board of health last Tuesday
and now the only one being issned.
These permits, according to a state-
ment made to Dr. Sights, are being
required of everybody corning into
Cairo, even the attaches of the mills
outside of its corporate litnits, and a
large corps of clerks are engaged dai
ly in supplying them to those is his
can secure them.
To get into Cairo now all persons,
a, the Citizen of that city says, "will
he required to have a permit issued
by the state or local health officers.
They cart write for a permit and it
will be mailed to them. This permit
will not admit them to Cairo until
they have first satisfied the inspector
by documentary evidence of their
identity and their whereabouts dur-
ing the ten days preceding its present
ation."
The Citizen adds: "To make it
more clear, John Smith„ of Chicago,
wants to come to Cairo, he writes for
a permit. It is sent to his address
in Chicago. He comes down on the
Illinois Central, and when the train
inspector goes through the train be-
fore it enters Cairo, Smith will pre-
sent his permit, identify himself by
such letters and papers that he Has
on his person and show the inspector
'(Continued on Fifth Pegs.) ,
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JAPAN'S OFFER
For Peace as Made to Witte
By Homura Wednesday
*'OLD PROPOSITION IN
NEW WORDS" ONLY.
Witte Not Pleased Over the New
Proposal and Says So
Flatly.
SCHEME CABLED TO
THE CZAR AT ONCE
Portsmouth, N. H., Ang. 24.--1Ve
arrived at nothing," said, M. Whitte
last evening after the peace confer-
ence and adjourned natil Saturday.
"Japan presented a new proposition,
but it was, merely the 6.1-cl proposi-
tions in new words. We dispatetheel
some of the protocols, but we arriv-
ed at nothing." •
Japan made her conciliatory propo-
sal of terms. It was not a new pro-
posal. It was a complicated rear-
rangement of the old disputed points
.—Sakhalin, indemnity and the rest—
sugar-coated in the hope that Rus-
sia might swallow it. No new prin-
ciple was involved. instead the Jap-
anese envoys sought to accomplish
by indirection what they had asked
for directly in *their original terms
jof peace. I
The new propostion sought to find
a way to get an indemnity out of
Russia without hurting the national
pride and honor of that country.
Salve was applied.
Would Divide Sakhalin.
The proposition war long and in-
volved much. Reduced to simple
terms, it sought to induce Russia to
4divillc the island to Sakhalin with
the Japanese. restore the conditions
of 1875 and to pay Japan a sum not
specified for the +half Japan is wiling
to restore to Russia. Combined with
this was a financial arrangement con-
nected with the railroad.
In effect, Japan virtually withdrew
her demand for an indemnity, as
such. but proposed that Russia shou!d
pay money to her, nevertheless, and
pointed out an easy way for Russia
to do it.
The revised condition was discuss-
ed by the envoys in a general way.
No conclusion was reached. After
the work on the protocolc had been
completed the Russians asked for an
adjournment until Satiny. They
cover the work of the first four clays
of the ccmference, eaeh protocol be-
ing the minutes of one day's pro-
teedings. The rest of the protocols
are ready and will be signed at the
next meeting.
This proposition of the Japanese
has already been cabled to St. Peters-
burg. M'. Witte refuses to take the
responsibility of deciding it offhand.
That is why he asked for the adjourn-
ment.
No Indemnity Whatever*.
M. Wtte's statement, "We arrived
at. nothing," covers the situation
thoroughly from the Russiavo'view-
point.• The Russians have been in
constant communication with their
government for the last Orly-eight
hours. They have ceeeived word
front the czar, as atat in these,z11
chopatchea, that they st not sub-
mit to an indemnity /in any form
whatever—"in whatever guise" were
the words sent from St. Petersburg.
The fact that the Japanese present-
ed a new proposition did not lighten
the Russian gloom. There is not a
man on the staff of M. Witte who is
not certain the negotiations will end
in failure, even if the Japanese should
make another propoolition. It seems
definitely settled that the Japanese
will insist on getting money under
some pretext or other and, that the
Rusoians will not pay. They will in-
sist "not a kopeck.""
Japanese Are Content.
The Japanese have no comments to
make. They think their magnanimity
in changing their proposals; so as to
avoid wounding Russian honor by in-
sisting on the term indieranity shows
the world they are in earnest in their
effort to get peace. They consider
their action today shifts the teoponsi-
bility to Russia and they are content
to let Rutseia work it out as best she
nay. I '
It is quite certain that the Japan-
ese are as anxious for peace as the
Russians can be. They have estah-
hohed their principle and they want
to quit and enjoy the fruitii of their
victory. Leading members of the Jap-
anese suite admit this frankly. Still,
Japan has spent much money and
thinks she should he reimbursed. The
Japanese envoys say, privately, that
they must get money, that they can
not return 'home without it.
There has been no let down in the
position of either side so far as pub-
1k expression goes. The Kusioians
maintain their position of not a ko-
peck" almost fanatically. The M
ane 
y- I
now to be decided which side is; i
Muffins" If neither side is the war !
will continite.
Not Roosevelt's "Plan." I
M. Witte said in most emphatic
terms that of president has made na
ouggestient of sr compromise term. It
we, stated that tile plan to clOvide
ski. isles! sae allow ibe lip-
••••••
sians to pay Japan for the tereitory
transferred back under the Russian
flag is the president's plan. This is
laughed at by both • Japanese and
Russians.
The presidierit's part in this mat-
ter has been this; Since the begin-
ning of the conference he has watch-
oil the proceedings: closely. His first
tender, made to Maron Rosen atOys-
ter . Bay last Sattuday, was a tender
of "good offices." In other words,
he told Russia he would intercede
with japan if Russia asked him to.
He offered to be a mediator.
That first tender did not get the
right sort of a reception. The )ap-
anese and Russians did not accept
the president as mediator. Not dis-
couraged, he sent yesterday a still
stronger offer to mediate and ear-
nestly requested the Russians to ac-
cept his good offices That is as far
as the president has gone. The idea
that he proposed a new term or terms
is. preposterous, it is stated by the
members of both the Japanese and
Russian parties.
Roosevelt Is Still Active.
The president was fully informed
of the proceedings of the last meet-
ing. Mr. Peirce sent him a long mes-
sage to Oyster Bay.
The call of Ambassador Meyer on
the czar today is in direct line with
the president's campaign for peace.
It is very netwral that he should ap-
peal drectly to the czar through this
country's ambassador.
The president has not relaxed his
efforts. He is in constant corrirnuni-
cation with Mt. Peirce. The Rus-
sians do not think his efforts will re-
sult in anything. They hope they
will, but are not able to see a. way
over the money difficulty.
When it became known today that
the Japanese would present new con-
ditions the hope of peace brightened.
Tonight, after the return of the en-
voys, the situation was not so promis-
ing. It will be idle to predict peace
or war on the strength of today's
proceedings.
Nothing was accomplished toward
coming to an agreement on the new
Japanese condition and nothing will
be done until M. Witte hearts' from
St. Petersburg. It is not uncertain
that if the Japanese find their new
proposal is rejected they will make
ameher.
Japanese Now Pessimistic.
They do not intend to break off
the negotiations abruptly and they
.do not intend to leave without
money. There may be days of con-
ference and diplcmatic interchanges
before the end is reached certainly
there will be if 't is to be peace.
The Japanere. who have been
rather cheerfui about the outcome of
the negotations, are not so cheerful
now. In fsct, Minister Takahira in
a private conversation expresoed a
most pessimistic view. They do not
think the Russians will recede and
they therm els/ e 9 say they must have
an irvierninity.
FOUR MEN KILLED
IN TERRIFIC EXPLOSION.
..
Fifteen Kegs of Powder Prematurely
Set Off By Tamping—Pike
County Horror.
Pikeville, Ky.., Aug. 24.—An ex-
plosion occurred in a rock cut on the
railroad work on Marrow Bone creek
yesterday afternoon, which resulted
in the killing of Joseph Perkins, con-
tractor, of Crozette, Va., and three
helpers named Coleman, Reynolds
and Potter, who lived in the vicinity
of the work. Mr. Perkins was load-
ing the hole when the silrot exploded,
being directly above it on the upper
:side, while the three other men kills
:ed were below on the grade. All the
men were badly mangled and disfigur-
ed except Mr. Perkins, who was e-vi-
'diently killed by a piece of stone
!striking him in the chest. Fifteen
kegs of powder had been poured into
idle bole and it ilz supposes] tampingthe shot caused the explosion. His
remains were brought by special train
to Pikeville last night at 8 o'clock.
Mr. Perking was a Mason and the
Pikeville lodge 'held the ritualistic
ceremony over the body, after which
the remains, were *hipped -via C. and
0. railroad to his family in Virginia.
"He was a member of the contracting
firm of Perkins OL MkDonnell, who
had sub-contract for the first four
miles up Miarrow 'Bone creek, a re-
cently commenced spur of C. and 0.
eailroad. Mr. Perkins was twenty-
seven years of age, unmarried, and
,since his advent 'here some years ago
had won the confidence and respect
of many people. ,
STATE PRINTING CONTRACTS
Attorney General Hays Will Consid-
er Important Business Here.
Louisville, Aug 23.--Attorney Gen-
eral N. B. Hays will come to Louis-
ville tomorrow and will take testi-
mony in the office of State Senator
Cherie" Carroll, relative to certain
printing contracts, which the attorney
general loos never approved of. It is
said that a suit asrainst the Globe
printing company may follerw the in-
yeatigationo of the attorney general.
The taking of the testrinony tomor-
row wilt be watched with great in-
tertsst.
On lineman was killedand amother
/sadly shocked while at work at Cin-
Per perfestion anti map tionlos
INN Moen NM *Ur.
A GRA E CHARGE
OF HIGHWAY ROBBERY LODG-
ED AT MURRAY AGAINST
TWO YOUNG MEN,
Murray Wants the Talked-of Cairo
an Tennessee Railroad—Notes
From Graves County.
(Murray' Ledger, 24th.)
VVbrrants were issued last Mon-
day for Joe Utteoback and Jamie
Gilbert charging them with the grave
crime of highway robbery. The war-
rants were sworn out by Dennis
Cummings and Vernon 'Phillips, of
the Linn Grove vicinity. As near as
we can get the facts in advance of
the examining trial, they are as fol-
lows: On last Saturday night, about
five miles from Murray, on the State
road, Phhlips and Cummings were
accosted by three young men in a
buggy, who asked fed some direc-
tions, which were given; one of the
three then approached Philiips and
Cummings, who were in a buggy, un-
der the pretext of obtaining more
specific instructions. After passing
a few words lie demanded that Cum-
mings and Phillips throw up their
hands and emphasized his dettrand by
firing 'his pistol twice close to their
heads. They complied with the de-
mands and he then searched them,
but as we understand only obtained
some mail change. Utterback was
placed under a $1.000 bond. Gilbert
was arrested at Paducah Monday
night by the police, und brought to
Murray Tuesday, where he executed
bond in the sum of $1,000.
Last Tuesday night a mass meet-
ing was held at the court house in
Murray to discuss ways and means
of securing for Mlierray the proposed
Cairo and Cumberland Gap railroad,
now under construction from the
Cairo terminal. A committee was
appointed to wait upon the company,
and investigate the movement of
building, and take such other steps
as would, in their judgment, bring
said road through our county seat.
As a result of the meeting at
Salem Baptist church, Elder Skinner
baptized 33 men, women and child-
ren Semday. Much religious interest
was aroused in the neighborhood and
much good resulted from the meet-
ing.
Charles Swindell died at his home
in the Sixth district, Vile-driest:Pay, of
typhiod fever, aged about 38 years.
The deceased was a son-in-law of P.
C. Boyd, and leaves a wife and three
little daughters.
There was held a reunion at Alonzo
Beamans, west of town /act Sunday,
which was attended by 144 relatives
and friends. They report a fine din-
ner and a most enjoyable day.
Mrs Jane Allen is seriously suck
at the 'home of her daughter Mrs.
Doliie Curd.
The wife of Joe Magness died near
Dexter, and was buried Friday across
the river.
(Smithland Democrat, 23d.)
Mr. Dow Lloyd, of the Hampton
country, and Miss Nannie Thorning,
c.i Salem, two prominent young so-
ciety people, were married last Sun-
day at the home of Mr. Lloyd's un-
cle, Mr. Thomas Lloyd, of the
Eirdsville neighborhood.
Charles Sanders shot and killed his
cousin, Will Dave Long, last Thurs-
day, near Charleston, Mo. They
were both young men that were born
and raised in the Sugar creek neigh-
borhood of thi: county. The body
of Long was brought back home and
buried. It is reported that they
quarreled about some trivial matter,
when Long advanced on Sanders
with a knife, when he fired anct killed
Long. Young Long was the son of
Mr. John W. Long, of the Sugar
creek country, and Sanders is the
son of Mn, Wm. Sanders, formerly
of this county, but for the last few
years he 'las lived near Charleston,
Mo.
An awful tragedy occurred last
Tuesday night at Sugar creek church
in this county, about ten miles from
Smithlarrd, Nathan Duncan, the 18-
year-old son of Rev. Nathan Duncan,
of this county, and George Devers,
the 19-year-old son of Mr. Riley De-
vers, of the same neighborhood, he-
cp.me involved in a difficulty at Su-
gar creek church, when young Devers
set upon Duncan with a knife and
cut him almost to pieces. Duncan
was taken home where he lingered
till Friday morning and died. In the
excitement young Devers made his
escape in the darkness and is still at
large, hut Devers came in yesterday
morning and surrendered to Mr. G.
C. Harp, who brought him to Smith-
land and delivered him to the jailer,
and was locked up.
Out in Graves Count.'.
(May-field Messenger.)
Mrs. Sawyer wife of Will Sawyer
died at her home near Green's' Chap-
pel last Fridfiy night and was buried
at Trinity grave yard Saturday.
There were about 200 hogsheads;
of tobacco sold, on our breaks, Tiles,-
elay, at about the same prices the ar-
ticle brought last week.
Mr. W. H. Watson, better known
as "GralloeV" flied at his home about
is rritleo emit' of die city Tuesday of-
killOrni at 6 o'cloals of heart tratible,
at ills alp of 76 year*. Ore kmoos a
Iv**. •• '. • *Sul, `s•
•
legterillgliam Sags
MANY PHYSICIANS PRESCRIBE
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vogoiable Gampouad
The wonderful power of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound over
the diseases of womankind is not be-
cause it is a stimulant, not because it
Ma palliative, but simply because it is
the most wonderful tonic and recon-
struotor ever discovered to set directly
upon the generative organs, positively
'curing disease and restoring hea/th an/
lirfai•voloss cares are reported from
all par4s ct lb. 0013.13U7 by women who
haws Was 01112ed. hotbed nurses who
home witnessed cures aid physicians
who have s000gnised the virtue of
Lydia F.. Finkham's Veghtable Com-
pound, and are fair enough to give
credit where It is doe.
If physicians dared to be frank and
4undrads of theca would aeknowl-
sage QUA they ocrnstaatly prescribe
Lydia EL Finkham's Vegetable Com-
potuld in severseases of female ills, as
they know by erperienee it can be re-
lied upon to effect • cure. The follow-
ing
h. 
letter proves it.
B. C. Brigham, of 4 Brigham
Park. Fitchburg, Maas., writes:
"It gives me great pismire to say diet Ihave found LydiaB. PliddisinU VegetableComma very adhatcle= of& tieu
saran IS la nErfor
"My °Mod fount UsurydaI for Marisa asmsdats wood my
"moose dragWar aser lades It fora te.
mob weilms.madisamdporfsdng boaltb
sad
itliazsesocate it as a isolliTallablegy•
to width women are sub.joct,elfic bland give ft honest aultassomt.'
Women who are troubled with pain-
ful or irregular menstruation, bloating(or flatulence), lencorrhata, falling, in-
tanimaticrn or uloaratIon of the uterus,
ovarian troubles, that bearing-down
feeling, dizziness, faintness, indiges-
tics, nervous prostration or the blues,
should take Immediate action to ward
off the serious consequences, and be
restored to perfect health and strengthby taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta-his asinpound, and then write to Mrs.
Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass., for further
free advice. No living person hail had
the benefit of a wider experience in
treating female ills. She has guided
thousands to health. Every suffering
woman should ask for and follow her
advice if she wants to be strong and
welL
ANY MAN MAY
create an estate in an hour that would
require a long life to earn otherwise,
by protecting his life in the North-
western Mutual Life, the best com-
pany in America.
C. B. Hatfield
General Manager.
Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE :ars.
URN fillAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to too South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
ers.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Phone 120,
Residence, aro Broadway.
Phone to.
4
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has $:73,ose
worth of city property for sale arid
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
Houses for rent.
Telephone. old. Ms.
A. S. DABNEY,
—DEN T IS T—
Troebeart lir'reNsIt•
No Neat Now
To caase the fresh paint to blister.
Painting dose now will stay painted
if we do the work.
Women & Son, nt Nor,* Sixth
Mime 30-A.,
Henry Manrmen, jr., tbe rellabls
book manufacturer. Blank nooks,
Job sad iditios binding. lin oaks
eacbiaive book binder in Padua&
Library work a specialty.
1 OS a Weak ha Tlat
4
Do You Wont To Rent
Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. N
OF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR
IN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A
PERT INFORMATION AND PRO
TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
0 REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION
TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLED
THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EX-
MPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,.
S T. RAN DLE, Manager
MECHANICS' AND FARMERS' SAVINGS BANK—REAL ESTATE
DEPARTMENT
-
Does Your Watchl
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John ). 13teich, leweler.
224 Broadway,
•
Paducah, Ky. s•
#4.4.4.4.4.444.1.4.444+++1-*-1-4-1-11-44
J E. COULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating. -
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-fth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1155,00ol
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year as to size. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a' new
management, for:guests at.. the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best. accommodations at reasonable:rates
Price Bros. •Sc CO.,
Dawson Wilms, Kentucky.
For Vaults, Monuments and G eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office ,
handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
4
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Moe 306 Broadway Phosom 011.. 385-Rasidenee1696
•
•
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NOTICE OF SALE
BY UNITED STATES SPECIAL
COMMISSIONER SEPT. ii.
la the Circuit Court of the Meta
States for she Western District
Of Kentucky.
People's Bank of Wilkesbarre, Pa.,
Trustee, Complainant,
vs;
People's Independent Telephone
Company, Defendant.
Notice is hereby given that pursu•
ant to und by virtue of a deeeee in
the alfove entitled cause, by the above
entitled court, lion. Walter Evans,
Judge, dated July 3, isios, I, the tit-
dtrsigned, Special Commissioner,
vein sell at public auction to the high-
est and best bidder, upon the terms
hereinafter stated, at the county court
house door, in McOracken county,
state of Kentucky, in the city of Pa-
ducah, at 'noon on the sith day of
September, 1905, the same being the
first eery of the McCracken county
ele court, as an entirely and as one prop-
erty, and not in separate parcels, all
-and singular the property of the de-
fendant, mid People's Independent
'Telephone company, 'hereinafter more
specifically described and all the right,
titbe, interest and equity of redemp-
tion of raid People's Independent
Telephone Co., in and to said prop-
erty, described as follows, towit:
Being all the property, real and
personal, and wheresoever situated,
of said People's Independent Tele-
phone Co., being party of the first
part, whether in possession, remain-
or reversion, or in action, and
• now owned or hereafter to be ac-
quired, all the telephones, telephone
lines, telephone exchanges and sys-
• tems, now belonging to or hereafter
to be acquired by 92 id Telephone
company under its present or any
future corporate powere; all fran-
chises, granted by the city of Padu-
cah, Ky., privileges, rights, ease-
ments, licenses, poles, wires, conduits,
cables, batteries, switchboards, appa-
ratus, appliances, tools, implements,
material, supplies, offic.e furniture
and fixtures now owned or hereaf-
ter to be acquired by said telephone
company; all other machinery equip-
ment to and chattel property of every
kind and nature, used in connection6 
with its telephone exchanges and
wystems and now owned or hereafter
to be acquired by said telephone
company, and all its tolls, rents, in-
come, chose, in Ashen, claims and
demands of every kind and descrip-
tion, now owned by it or hereafter to
be acquired; and including not only
all its property an I rights of every
kind in the city of Paducah, county
of McCracken, in the state of Ken-
tucky, but all its property right and
eight!, reel, personal and mixed, tan-
gible and intangible, wheresoever
situated, now owned or hereafter to
be acqu'red.
Also the property known as ehe
Alexander system of telephones, same
being lines, exchanges and poles is
the counties of Crittenden, Union,
Webster, Lyon and Livingston, in the
state of Kentucky; and also die fol-
lowing extensions of lines, from the
city of Paducah to the Marshall coun-
ty line in Kentucky, and to Lone
Oeis. in NftCracken county, and to
Senithland, in Livingston county,
Illentucky, including submarine ca-
ble across Tennessee river.
Alen the following described real
estate with improvements thereon,
situated in Paducah, Ky., on the east
side of South Fifth street between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, for-
me* Court street, described as fol-
/ows:
Beginning at a pant in the east
line of Fifth street, one hundred and
seventy-three feet and three inches
(173 it. 3 in.) from the southeast
corner of Fifth and Broadway streets,
running thence at right angles from
Fifth street and towards Fourth
street, one hundred and seventy-two
feet, thence soutttwardly towards
Court street, and at a right angle,
thirty-one feet to the division line or
a fence between said lot and the lot oc-
cupied by the public school building;
thence along said line and in a west-
wardly direction one hundred and
seventy-two feet to Fifth street,
thence with the line of Fifth street
thirty-one feet to the beginning point,
together with all the rights, title and
appurtenances thereunto belonging
or in any way appertaining. Being the
same property conveyed to it by J.
W. Campbell and James Campbell
by deed dated the 4th day of July,
1902, and duly acknowledged and de-
livered to the defendant company on
the 17th day of July, 1902, and re-
corded on the 28th day of July, 1902,
in McCracken county court clerk's
-office.
The terms and conditions of this
sale are as follows!, that is to say:
Said sale to be conducted and
made according to the rules and
practice of and subject to confirma-
tion by this court, and to satisfy the
amounts chte and to become due as in
said decree, provided for amounting
to $252,625:00 with interest from the
rst day of July, zoos, at 5 per cent.
The purchaser or purchasers may
use and apply in making payment of
the purchase price any of the out-
standing bonds or over-due coupons,
secured by said mortgage in seed de-
tree nsentioned, in a milliner an to
Ps
A
!the extent as in said degree provided.
and such other judgment as the
court may hereinafter make; provid-
ed, however, that no original hid will
be accepted at said sale for less than
$75,000.00 and unless the purchaser
shall, when the property is struck
down to him., at once pay and deliver
to said commissioner on account of
his purchase, the suns of $5,000.oa in
a certified check, payable to john R.
Puryear, clerk of said court. And the
remainder of said purchase money
shall, within twenty days from the
confirmation of said sale, or such
further time as the court may allow
on application of the purchaser for
good cause shown, complete the pay-
ment of the entire amount of the pur-
chase money. Said special commis-
stoner will then make, execute and
deliver to said parchaser or purclfas-
ere a deed to said properties as in
Isiah' decree provided, the plaintiff
and the People's Independent Tele-
phone company to execute and deliv-
er, under the direction oe the said
special commissioner, the convey-
ances executed by them respectively,
by way of confirmation and for the
insurance of title to the purchaser ?er
purchasers, this, it or their resigns,
of all and singular, the mortsrage
property and premises and every part
and parcel thereof, of every kind
and description and wherever situat-
ed, hereby directed to be sold by
said commissioner; and a lien will be
retained in said deeds to further se-
cure the payment of the unpaid pur-
chase price.
In witness whereof I hereunto sign
my hand this the 8th day of July,
19°5. EMMET W. BAGBY,
Special Commissioner.
CAMPBELL & CAMPBELL,
Solicitors for Complainant.
CRASHING INTO
CROWDED TRAIN.
Wild Panic Ensues!, Many Women
Being Trampled Under Foot.
New York, Aug. 23.—Twenty per-
sons were injured some of them very
seriously, in a collision between two
trains in one of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit terminals at. Coney Island
early toy. The injured were hasti-
ly removed to the reception hospital,
and after their wounds had been dress
cd meet of them were able to go
eome.
. The wreck was. caused by a train
entering the terminal and striking a
crowded one about to leitve for the
city. Windows were broken, the first
car was partly smashed and the over-
head wires broken. Falling wires cosn
ing in contact with the tracks sent
up thick masses of sparks, and there
was a wild parse among the pashen-
gem during which many women
were Pa-ay-110<d under foot.
-
Very Low Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely Low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the following
special occasions:
Reclamond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed •infornea-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of cosnecting enes
or by addressing the unakereigned.
7. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wahh-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Lotsisville, KY.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A., St
SHERIFF HAS DISAPPEARED
Horsethief Wearing His Belt and
Gun Is in Custody in Montana.
Great Falls, Mont., Aug. 23.—A
dispatch from Lewistown reports the
di-appearance of Deputy Sheriff Sil-
vertiverne. who started a week ago
into the wilds of eastern Fergus
county after a horsethief named Con-
nor..
Connors rode into Lewistown yes-
tersely wearing the belt and gun of
the deputy, which he said he had
taken from him while the latter was
asleep at a round-up camp about zga
miles from here. According to Con-
sots' story. Silverthorne had captur-
ed him and they were on their way
hi Lewistowu, when he took the gun,
belt and horse which he rode to town.
Connors is mow in jail.
LEE TURNER FOR SHERIFF
Middlesboro Man of Quarter House
Fame, a Candidate.
Midlitleeboro, Ky., Aug. 23.—Lee A.
Turner has announced as an inde-
pendent candidate for the office of
vheriff of Bell county. Turner own-
ed and operated the famous quarter-
house saloon, which was burned by
a poem of Middlesboro officers a few
years ago. Turner was not present
at the time the raid was made and
was acquitted when tried for com-
plicity in the !affair. Several per-
son* were killed in the fight that tool's
place. Turner is a democrat, but is
soliciting the support of both parties.
He is in businese in Middlesboro.
GOVERNOR REFUSES PARDON.
To Man Serving Life Term for Kill-
ing a Deputy Sheriff.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Aug. 23.—Gov.
Beckham, in a communication to Hop
kinsville attorneys, states that he has
carefully reviewed the facts in con-
nection with the cases of John Wood
ruff and Francis Drake, serving life
terms in the penitentiary, and has
found nothing to warrant executive
clemency
The men were found guilty of mur-
dering R. B. H. Coffey at the Empire
mines during the strike. An effort to
have them pardoned has recently been
made,
big breaker of the Greenough
Red As coal company, at Marion
Heights, Pa., valeed at $87.00o, was
bestroyed by fire, throwing 500 men
and bort out of work.
•
At the head of the class, Elka•
Dream roc Cigar. , 
_
Lonia. Mo.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room Motel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want hour clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Row, 339 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
533 1-2 rikadvray, Paducath, Ky.
New Phone 420-
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate LAW.
4+414
4Ifr
•
itt
11+
4+
JOHN G. REHKOPPF BUGGY CO.
444'44.44.41++4144 ...4+4+
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4, Columbia building.
Phone 1041 Red.
Paducah Undertaking
Company,
S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst.
sos South Third Street.
Residence over store.
Both Phones iio 
—Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Dre. Rivera & Rivera
120 North Fifth. Both Phones 3ss.
Residence rx41 Clay, Old phoes rigs
W4E1
D. 0. riskRK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH, KY.
General Practice.
208-210 Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Belt, Mayfield Ky.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phonea neo at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. tn.; to 3 p. m.: 7 to 9 p. ro.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street.
•
anweINI
The New Moline
WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE
NEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND ASK THE PUBLIC TO
INSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS
PAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
WE, ALSO, HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SUR-
RIES, RUN-ABOUTS, SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS
OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN
THE CITY
WE, ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF MARNESS,
SADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
LINE Lee
CALL AND
YOU WICI.
Stoctmloats
Excursions
++++++++++++4
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of plesuma, oosaton
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday et 5 p. m.
For other information apply to :eh t
:Itoger, Saperintendeat; Fnuak L
Brcvn,
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
i5toVes- aqd
Ftim2ittare.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court at. Old phone 13111
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver)
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thole B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone lie. Old Phone 303.
,10
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. eoo1/, Broadway.
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
ti.T.Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE leo NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence age Office 25g
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5. Columbia Building
DEAL'S'41.he"cd asla
t Phone, s36
-red.
BARRY HENNEBERGER
BOTH PHONES
SOLE AGENT FOR
LUZERNE COAL.
AUGUST DELIVERY.
Lump and Egg . 
.iie Bushel
Nut 
 10e Bushel
SEPTEMBER DELIVERY.
Lump and Egg . . 13e Bushel
Nut . .. 12e Bushel
ORDER NOW.
All SIZES ANTHRACITE PM 10 NI
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGEIVCY
PADUCAH REAL EsTkeril. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM& eASli
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PIECE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
T.DG••q W. WIIITTILMOILK. Pa.duwats.
CLEANLINESS
is a necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
with a snowy white, one-plece
"Staadaser Porcelain Enameled Lava-
tory and have running hot and cold
water as desired at your touch.
We have samples in our showroom
and will gladly quote you prices.
ED. HANNAN, Plumber.
hone"
-AO
Everyone Invited
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WH EN TELEPHONING TO THE
CAMP.
Express Service.
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL A RRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY.Allimmiiictik."'
Peoples' Independent Telephone Co.
OD
dIP
_THE REGISTER
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
(Iacorporated)
At Register lituilding, 523 Eroadvray.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the poatoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mall matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
One Year 
 SSA°Six Months 
 
2.50
Three Months 
 
1.25
One Week 
 
to
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cusriberland 318.
Friday Morning, Aug. as, 1905.
Education and the Nobler Life.
The Chicago Record-Herald in
commenting under this caption gives
some pertinent points worthy the
earnest consideration of teachers in
our public schools, who should real-
ize that their position is second only
to that of the ministry in moulding4
character.
* * Mental training alone does
not insure "high thinkers" or right
living. Spencer carried his emphasis
on what he called "emoctional educa-
tion" so far that he denied the in-
fluence of ideas and knowledge on
conduct. The man who is disposed
to lead an immoral and criminal life
was simply made more dangerous,
cunning and retourceful by education
and the ordinary school and college
courses, he thought, did next to noth-ing toward making men honest,
clean
-minded and morally sound and
healthy.
Professor James A. Harvard meant
no more than this when he said that
"schools and colleges increase crimeby developing intellect i which, in
many cases, have criminal tenden-
cies." Neither Professor James nor
Spencer we need hardly say argued
against edocation. Both laid stress
on the proper cultivation of the emo-tional side, on the proper character.The training of the qualities of theheart must be done during the school
and college terms, and not merely in
odidatic fashion. There is much in
exaleple, in the atmosphere of the
school, the city, the society, in thepractice of the official and business
community which the student obser-ves. Sound moral education im-plies a sound society, but meantimepute-mintled and noble teachers andthe influence of great literature andgreat lives subtly brought to bear cando ik great deal in the desired dime-tiern. \.
There was a reported case of yel-Pow fever at Brownsville, Ill., andthe only thing which kept Cairo fromgoing into veriniption fits over the
reports was,thait she hearsd the denial
of the truthfulness of the story be-fore she heard the story itself. The
story first circuinted was that a neteojust from south had appearedat Brownville sick with the fever.Xlie truth of the story was that the
negro while at work aomplained ofhis back htirtiug him and went tobed, the net morning returning tohis work as well as ever. But theMate bealthoeuthorities heard the re-port of the negroe'e sickness and were
hurrying to Brewnessile to stay the
threatened plague and somc_got therebefore they learned the truth. LikeMany; other repctrhs regarding thefever this story was most unreason-
stale, but it worked as a good scare
and badly frightenett many now
scared w it heat 
-Cause or reason,
as are the people of Cairo, even
though the place once had the feverbad. 
I •
The practiCe some people have in
mailing letter. unsealed, thinking
that became they arc unsealed one
cent will be sufficient postage, is a
very dangerous ate. It is an of/fense against the government and thepenalty is a fine oFbiat less than $so.
Letter writers should all know that
mails are closely watched and that
all who violate'the postal laws in any
degree are subject to proseciftirm.
'All written communications of what-
ever sort, whether sealed Or 11114014Cri ,
require a two-cent :stamp, and thci
_attempting to get them through on REDucED
 
somEless are running a risk they cannot
afford for so small a saving. This
applies to packages containing any
writing, subject to letter postage.
Postal employes are required to ex-
amine packages when any doubt ex-
ists.
There is no peace yet between Rus-
sia and Japan. The conference
stands adjourned until Saturday with
both sides bluffing for all there is in
the game. Russia says she won't put
up a dollar and Japan says she must
if she gets peace. But the faith in
the belief that there will be peace
yet is strong in some circles. And
not to be outdone by his efforts to
get the two governments to kiss and
make up President Roosevelt is still
using—ins -pursuasive powers for a
compromise, etc. Saturday maybong a new story—another adjourn-
ment of the conference.
WITH TAFT AND
PARTY ON BOARD
Transport Logan Arrives at Tacloban
—Hearty Welcome.
Tacloban, Aug. 24.—(Via Mlanila.)
—The transport Logan arrived hereat to o'clock this morning withSecretary Taft and party on board.The distinguished visitors after en-joying a ride to San Jaunico Strbiton coast guard cutters, witnessed agreat parade of citizens of Tacloban,who showed every sign of businessprosperity. They were subsequentlyentertained at luncheon, after whichthey witnessed a dance of nativeschool children. Gov. Curry ofSamar Island introduced a delegation,of soo natives of the festivities.
,The transport Logan will sail, foeL'egashi on the Island of Luzon to-
morrow August 25. The party willseparate at Hong Kong. The follow-ing vvil return on the Pacifie`rnatt.steamer Korea ,sailing on Septem-ber 6:
Secretary Taft, Senators Patter-son, Foster, Dubois\ Scott and Long.Curtis, Smith, DeArmand, Hepburn,Representatives Payne, Grostvenoe,Jones, Loud, Driscoll, MR, Cooper,Scott Gilbert, Otjen, Howard, Wil-der, McKinley, Sherley and Foster,Col. Edwards, Maj. Edit, CaptainsThompson and Kelley and Secre-taries Carpenter and Pedigo.
The following -members of theparty will proceed to Pekin to be
royaily entertained by the DowagerEmpress of China, accompanyingMies Roosevelt, the specially invitedguests of the empress: Senator New7Sands and Warren .and Representa-tives Long-worth, Gillette and Coch-
ran. The party wfll be in charge ofMaj. Gen. and Mrs. Corbin and Mrs.Slocum.
rThe Pacific mail steamer Korea
will sail from Yokohama an Septem-ber 17 direct for the United States,and will attempt to make a record
run across the Pacific. Mlise Roose-
velt and party will mil from Yoko-hama for America on the Pacific mail
steamer Siberia, leaving October 7.
A LONG SESSION
(Concluded From Page One.)
tract with Mr. J. E. Williamson tofurnish them for so cents each hasbeen given up.
The actions taken by the council
regarding having all pools of waterdrained and the city placed in a sani-tary condition were concurred in.
'Alderman Kraus read a communi-cation from the board of health in
which it stated that Sanitary Inspec-tor H. C. +booth had been exhonerat-ed of the recent charges prefered
against him alleging that be had beenderebet in hie duty as an officer.
The same gentleman suggestedthat since the burning of the big
warehouses at Tenth and Broadway,that Tenth street ehouki be opened
up from Kentucky avenue to Broad-
way. The matter was referred tothe board of public works and street
committee.
lAt the instance of the boardoofhealth an ordinance was presentedrequiring surface closets to be suppli-
ed with iron or wooden receptables
and kept thoroughly sprinkled withlime, the. receptacles not to be less;than two beet square or less than 6inches deep. The penalty for failureto comply with the order is $5. Thecrolimince was given its (first reading.
'The matter suggested 'by the board
of health for the city to employ pub-lic scavengers was not entertained,as there is already an ordinance re-quiring people to clean their premises
without the city having to do it. Be-
sides -there is no provisiot erode in
any fund to pay for such work.
Alderman Greif recommended thatthe general 'icense•ordinances be re-
vised, and reconstructed by joint or-dinance conimittee, city solicitor andlicense Inspector and file the reportby November e err that they can bepassed on by both boards so as tobecome effective by January t.
This finishing the board', work ','.::t
adjonrnect
WEDNESDAY NIGHT'S FIRE •NOT SO LARGE AS FIRST
THOUGHT.
The Insurance Upon the PropertyPerhaps Sixty Per Cent of The
Total Loss.
The Register in its report of thefire of Wednesday evening, which de-
stroyed the Graham and Farmer to-bacco warehouses on Broadway, leftbut-little to be added,. However, thelosses were somewhat- 'straightened
out yesterday and ei-bile fonnd to be
serious, were perhaps not as Severe
as first thought. There seems to havebeen not over eight hunds-ed hogs-heads of tobacco in the two ware-houses and the insurance upon them
was about two-thirds of their value.The estimated loss upon the tobaccois conservatively placed at $8o,000.The value of the two warehouses is
not so clear, but the Graham ware-house cost to build $12,000 and the
Falintc warehouse cost $22,000 with-
out the ells. Upon the tobacco lost
and the warehouses the insurance was
as follows, there being no insurance
at all on the Graham warehouse,
which was the property, as statedyesterday, of Mt. A. J. Gilbert, ofMlieKenzie, Tenn.
Mrs. E. A. Puryear:
North America 
Fire Association 
Germania 
Phoenix of London 
 
Herndon & Co.
Phoenix of London 
 t,000
Royal Ex 
 1,000Niagara 
 
 
 1,500Royial 
 
 1,000
H. F. & M 
 
.1,000
St. Paul F. and At. 1,000
Z. C. Graham &
Fire Fund 
 
 
 
1,000
National 
 
 
 1,000
National 
 
 
 tow
N. Y. Und 
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Hanover 
 
 500Aetna 
 
 2.300Springfield F. and Ml 
 
1,150
L Assurance 
 
1,000
Sun Ins. office tool
Royal 
 
 2,000
L. A. Graham.
Aetna 
 
 3.800Aetna 
 
 2,000
I. W. Farmer & Co.
Aetna 
 
 1,015Springfield F. and M 
 2.300L. Assurance 
 350Hanover 
 
 
L000
Northern 
 
 1,000
Fire Fund` 
 
WooCitizens 
 
 totioPhiladelphia Und 
 1,000
Crawford & Co.
Equitable
Aetna
J. T. Wright.
1.000
300
G. H. Warnekin.
Aetna 
 
 . 115
Aetna too
 t,000
350
Sun
L. Assurance 
Wm. Boremann.
Conn 
O'Brien & Co.
Niagara 
 
 2,500Conn. 
 
t.soo
Royal 
 
 1.500
T. W. Morrow.
Niagara. $200 on small dwelling.
$52,38o
The, origin of the fire was given
yesterday as from the furnace which
Capt. Herndon used in connecting
with his rehandling 'house. This state-
mlent perhaps does Mr. Herndon in-justice. He seys there 'has been no
fire at all in the' furnace since last
Saturday at noon and that there
then was,
 
extinguished by the hands
employed in the rehandling house.
This leaves the cause of the fire a
mystery and the most reasonable
conclusion is that it was an accident
no matter haw it happened.
Reports yesterday from the On -
rounding sections would indicates
that the fire was seen as far away
from the city as thirty. of forty miles
in all directions-. It was seen at Ben-
ton, Mlayfiekt, Srnithland, Metropolis
and elsewhere.
$2,000
2,000
2,00G
2,000
 1.800
Grand Total 
A SAMPLE EXPERIENCE.
Cairo's Quarantine Inspectors Seem
to Be Bulldozers Also. ,
Mr. Milton Sanchez returned last
night from Cairo and relasea.an un-
pleasant experience that be iiiitl there
yesterday. He had been to Mounds
from Cairo and on reaching the de-
pot the train coaches were locked
and the passengers delayed for about
fifteen minutes or
 more. He was
supplied with the proper bealth cer-
tificates and made the remark to the
train inspector that it was a shame
to have a person delayed there so
long. The inspector ordered a po-
liceman who was- standing nearby to
take charge of Mr. Sanchez aid keep
I him under arrest until he finished theinspection of the other passengers.
Mr. Sanchez was kept in custody fori about thirty minutes when he was al-lowed to go after he had remonstrat
ed with the officers in so mild tiler*:The inspector said to Mr SalPhe7that Cairo was conducting the quer-The national convention of maim- antis* question to suit herself and The twentieth annual meeting of
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammothstock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-iteware, Carpenter and Brick
-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by theleading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large dantities, and on a basis with lead-inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
• 
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
THE RAIN FELL
A LIVELY STORM VISITAVION
DURING YESTERDAY
FORENOON.
Fall of Water Heavy, the Lightning
and Wind Considerable—Some
Damage Followed.
Heavy damages from all sections
are reported from the rain and windthat came up suddenly yesterday
morning about 8 o'clock. Cloud-bursts are reported from all the sur-
"tounding country.
It was a clear sky that was observ-
ed a few moments previou, to theheavy &lege of rain. Then cameflashes of lightning and thunded and
some black clouds and rain, all in afew minutes. The boats at the riverfront were given a good scare and
shaking, but no serious damages are
reported.
The Bettie Owen was caught a
short distance fromo the opposite
'bore and was compelled to head in-to the bank and remain until the wind
ceased.
There were lively times created inCamp Yeiser, out at Wallace park.Some tents were leveled and a gen-
eral drenching given to all things exposed. The wind lot a while threat-
'
or!ed the camp very much.
About the home of Mr. Sam Cald-
weH, in the West End, the heaviestdownpour of water ever known feilthere. Everything in a radius of sev
eral hundred yards was overflowed
and washed considerably.
Mr. Lloyd Park, of the FlorenceStation neighborhood, was in the cityyesterday and reported growing
crops considerably damaged. Corn
was blown dewn, tobacco buried inthe mud, bridges washed away anti
country roads left in a horrible con-dition. Similar reports come from
various sections.
Lightning killed a cow at Twenty-first and Clark streets, belonging to
Mr. A. A. Adkins, of 2135 Broadway.Mules and horses were killed in other
section.s by lightning.
The home of Mr. Frank Rieke atEighteenth and Washington streets
was badly damaged. LOtning
struck the tower and partially Mtard-iehed it, the elate roofing being dam-
aged considerably. The loss will bequite heavy.
All signs of the rain were gone by
afternoon and the skies were clear
and the air mild.
LOOKING FOR
TIMBER THIEVES
Gentleman from Livingston County
Here on Trail of Reseals.
—
Mr. J. G. Rose, of Livingston
Point, was in the city yesterday to
secure a warrant for parties who had
stolen a lot of lumber and other
things from his camp twelve miles
above Paducah 01) the Tennessee
river opposite Altova.
Mr. Rose and William Faticett aregetting out timber and are camped
opposite .Altona. They go to -theirhomes two miles from there on Sat-
urday and do not return until Mon-day. Last Monday when they return
ed to their tent they discovered that
some one had stolen most every-thing from the tent consisting of
cooking utensils and bed clothes. Alarge quantity of lumber was also
missing.
M. Rose began an investigation
and is confident he has the guilty per
son located. He recognized the tim-ber on a ahantyboat here and willhave a search warrant iseued so thatthe boat may be examined for other
missing articles.
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IDENTIFIED YESTERDAY.
Colored Man Who Died at Fire Wed-
nesday Evening Known.
The name of the negro man whodied from heart failure caused byheat prostration at the Tenth andBroadway fire of Wednesday nightis Jack Hays. He was the cook onthe steamer Lula Warren and was48 years of age. He was not identi-fied until yesterday morning andthen by his sister. He lived a fewfeet from the Graham or Gilbert
warehouse and. became overheatedwhile trying to save his home and
contents. 'His family are not in thecity having left Tuesday on the Chicago excursion. •
NIGHTMARE PROVES FATAL.
Horrible Dream Brings Death to aYoung Man in Indiana.
Petersburg, Ind., Aar 04.—NeonCaats was found dead in bed today.the result of a horrible nightmare.His feature, were distorted ilright-felly, as if he had undergone great
mental agony. A boy who slept onthe same floor says he moaned mod
cried during hiaosieep. The manidently had been seized with a terri-ble nightmare, from which he couldnot awaken and which brought on an
attack of heart failure, lie was ayoung giant and had never been sickin his life
SENSATIONAL TRIAL BEGUN.
Rosioellville, Ky., Aug. 2.—Thespecial term of the Logan circuit
court called for the trial of Fletcherand Lyon, two of the alleged assail-
ants of Mary Gladder, began yes-terday. Two companies of state
nsiktia were on hand to preserve or-der in case of any demonstration
against the prisoners, but there was
no visible excitement. A special
venire of 200 men from whom a jury
will be selected was ordered and court
adjourned for the day.
ROGUES ONLY DISMISSED.
Chicago, Aug. 24.—A conspiracyby which railroads .centering in Chi-
cago have lost transportation esti-
mated to be worth $20,000, was 'made
public today by the flischarge of 0.C. Olsen from the employ of the
S:.nte Fe railroad. Olsen was Poesi-dent E. D. Ripley's chid4l stenog-
rapher and took care of the issuing
of passes. It is alleged that by free
use of signed blanks Olsen securedtransportation and disposed of it to
outsiders.
Ro jestvensky Improving.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 24.—Vice-Ad-
naral Rojeetvensky, in a letter to hiefamily, sari he expects to have fully
recovered from the wounds receivedin the battle of the Sea of Japan, by'
the middle of September, when, with
the permission of the Japanese gov-
ernment, be will start for Ruseia.
DISASTROUS WRECK/
IN RUSSIA.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 24..—A. rail-
road wreck °caved at Vora station
on the Siberian railway today, and
resulted in the death of twenty-three
and the serious injury etil almost fif-
ty. Twenty-two .vodiers and one
guard died, being killed outright. was
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 148.
TO-NIGHT
J. N. Rentfrow's Grand
Scenic Production,
LORD BALTIMORE
Presented by
A capable Company of Players
A lovely leafy beautifully told.
A play full of hearts' interest, endors-
ed by press, pulpit and public, and •
creating the wildest enthusiasm
everywhere.
Never Before Presented.
High class VAUDEVILLE intro-
duced. Not a dull moment during
the entire production.
Prices 25c, 3.5c, soc. 75c.
Seats on sale THURSDAY to a. ni.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548
SATURDAY, AU6.26
MATINEE AND NIGHT
Klimit & Gazzolo's Scenic and
edy Masterpiece
Corn-
On The Bridge
At Midnight
An elaborate production tbis
famous and successful drama which
not only excels in stage pictures but
in its absorbing story of life in a
great city, with its pathos, humor,
plots of villiany and strange charac-
ters
The Sad and the Comic
Clearly Intermingled.
The Great Jack Knife Bridge Scene
With all its complete._ details, in-cluding the steamar through the open
ciraW, and a fitting climax to a pow-
erful play.
Seats on Sale Friday 9 a. in.
. • '
JETT TO Bk,RETRIED.
Lexington, Ky., Aug. 24.—CurtisJett, the convicted murderer of At-torney Marcum and the alleged mur-tiered of Jame.-. Cockrill, of Breath- .itt county, will shortly be taken front ;the penitentiary and tried for theC0100611 murder. Jett sea; some
month', ago convicted of asamorieat-ing Cockrill and sentenced to be'hanged, but on an appeal by his at-torneys the finding of the lower come
reversed.
BASE-BALL
TODAY.
PADUCAH - VINCENNES
•
Admission—General, 25c; Grand Stand, 35c Box
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
GAME CALLED AT 3:30 P M
I
Seats, 6oc.
I.
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 SUITS
HOME COMING OF INDIANS YESTERDAY WAS FINAL FIL-MADE AGREEABLE TO ING DAY FOR CIRCUITTHE FANS. COURT'S NEXT TERM.
Defeated the Alice& in First Game of
Six to Be Played acre
I.
, The Indians and the ,:talitses came
to town yesterday per re' hedule. In
the atfernoon .they met Satea sgasuse at
League park. The home coining was
agreealle to the 'fans, as the
,Jadianis broloe their losing streak by
twinning the 'first game KA a series of
to be ph.yed on the local grounds
*ierith Vinceemes. It was a battle for
eupremaey ffrom the beginning to the
S„nd, Padocah winning in the fourth
Inning by making Svcs run's.
Dick Drahic was on the firing line
'for the 'Indians and he pitched a
great gime, allowink but else hits.
'in the fifth he swould have t red a
Had it riot bee -for Boihanal'or: error
shutout. s 4 4
Only a small crowd' of faithful fans
were out to welcome the boys home
from their disastrous trip, but they
were amply repaid.by a cool, fast
contest.
• Paducah was strengthened by the
additierteeif. "Deemer' Hughes add
Angelo Marie, of the Cairo team, the
former playiageftrat bare ant. the tit-
ter second. Fhtts 'has bean ill and
is in right field. Capt. Gilligan, Pa-
ducah's regular first sacker, jumped
the team a few days ago.
In order to tie Vincennes in the
percentage Paducah will have to take
-the remaining tive critics, which is a
tough proposition.
The game by innnigs *as:
Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R h e
Vine, 000010000 I 5 t
Paducah 00020000X a 8 4
'Batteries—Perdue and Matteson;
Braltw ated .and. 'Umpire, ZnikMs.
ROBBED BY A CLERK.
'Merchant at Hickrnan Suffers at
Hands of an Escaped Convict.
Hickman, Ky., Mg. 24.—A bold
rebbery was committed Tuesday
reght at Dry Bayou, Mo., twelve
mile, below here. Wafter Morris, a
clerk in a store belonging to Ike
Deleon, who was sleeping in the same
room with the proprietor, chloro-
'formed him, opened the sal*, procur-
ed all the money, about $ttio, took
two pistols, 700 cartridges, one gold
watch, besides a large quantity of
clothes and other articles, boarded
a steamer which landed and soon af-
ter made his escape. Sheriff Carpen-
ter, of this county, was notified and
coon traced Morris to Cairo and
there had him arreste.l. He confess-
es and says Morris is not his name
and that he is an escaped convict
from Mississippi.
Deleon is a wealthy merchant and
very prominent citizen. The entire
etnnnumity is very much excited overithe occurrence.
1I\ WOMAN'S COSTLY ERROR.
Washington, Aug. 24.—As the re-
'nth of a partial investigation by Sec-
retary Wilson into the work of the
bureau of -statistics, as applied to the
tobacco acreage of three Kentucky
enmmnies la shown that the esti-
mated aeeeage, by 'a pecaliar trick of
mattientatics, was incraiord tenfold.
The "nitillibiki-s" were made by a
wernae eke& and rest the produce-re
many thotiratitle of dollars
WANT MATCH
-vnTrt FITZSIMMONS.
Louisville, Aug. a.4,—Marvin Hart.
the world's Champion has gone to
Philadelphia. Where he will endeavor
to secure a match with Fitzsimmons
The Cornishman has openly declared
that he wants to meet' Marvelous
Marvin. and the themes are that his
wish will be gratified.
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A Renewed Suit For ,as,000 Darn.
ages Against I. C. R. R.—Suits
on Insurance Rebating, Etc.
Marny suits were kited yesterda,.in oirouit court on account of it be-ing the last day to. tile suits for
the approeching September ten.
A suit was filed as a test by Com-
noinwealth Attorney leken G. „Lovett
and county Attorney tierene Greves
against the Interstate Lik Assurance
'company for $50o in each of hebren
suits (-barging the company Nina re-
bating. A fine of $500 is' liable
against insurance companies when
convicted of rebating. Mike Cakl-
well, an agent pi the insurance com-
pany • was made .a co-defendant.
-.G. F. Rudolph, administrutor of
the estate of the late Clifford Wilson,
tiled a suit for $25,000. against the
I. C. railroad.
An original suit was filed ,but was
stricken from the docket. D. -De-
Long+ an I. C. engineer Wa'S matte a
defendlarft in the suit.
'Wilson was killed April le 1903,
between two cars and DeLooch was
engineer on the train. Wilson was
breaking on the road at the time.
W. B. Stanfield, a well known May-
fieki attorney, has filed a suit against
the Paducah Street Railway company
for $375 alleging that amount is due
-him for attorneys fee.
Kaufman Bros. & Bond sue T. 0.
Feeler and H. B. &MCC for an al-
leged accourst of $103.
Harlan Porothers. tailors St.
Lotus, sue Henry Kahn for an alleg-
ed debt Of $215 for Clothes bought.
Sweet Valley Wine company sue
the 0. L. Gregory Vinegar works for
4V.11 notes, one $.44o credited with a
payment of ;too and the other (sir
$445.
A scene from "On the Bridge at
Midnight" at The Kentucky remor-
row, matinee and night.
Prices for matinee: Children 15c,
adults 25c.
CHILD' FRIGHTFUL DEATH.
flopkineville, Ky., Aug. 24.—
Champ Carter Brannon, the 6-year-
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Tyler Brannon, formerly of Owens-
boro, Ky.. was _instantly killed yes-
terday. A runaway horse hitched to
a delivery wagon dashed on the pave
ment where several children were
seaying All escaped injury save
Champ Carter, whose head was
cauelvt between the spokes and the
body was revolved, breaking her
tseck. Mr. Brannon has he-en here
several weeks organizing a deposit
tszek.
FATAL SHOOTING.
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 24.—In a di;
-putt over a division Sine near Elm-
ville Tneeday, Cal Newton shot and
killed George Smith and fatally
wounded his son, James fl. Smith. !rested and lodged in. jail at Delhi, 0.
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THEATRICAL NOTES
First Show of the Season.
Lord Baltitnore will hold the
boards at The K en t ucky torright, the
bill is a four act sensational comedy
drama full of comedy as well as start
ling scenes and senettional emotions.
The cast consists of fifteten high-
crees artists, many who have been
seen here before.
The specialties between acts are by
high-class vaudeville artists and are
well wbrth seeing. The public io in-
vited out tonight to see the many
iropelvemeres made en the theatre
since last season, and also witnees a
first-class, performance.
"On the Bridge at Midnight."
No play has a stronger appeal to
human sympathy than "On the
Bridge at Adnight" with its sight-
'less mother looking for her stolen
child while the tide of events flows
all against her as she gropes about
in the heart of a great city. But
even the sad side of city life has its
humor and this is very ingencnnly
introduced in "On the Bridge at Mid-
night" with two characters among
others, that have become poptilar as
the famous drawbridge scene, Ger-
many the profeesor and Reddy the
teeptblack. Klimt and Gazzolo have
;tor made the mistake often to ..be
noted in some flamingly advertised
plays, or relying ors a bit of scenery
to get the attention and patronage
ot the public. They offer a Tull and
excellent drama with even such a
masterpiece as the bridge scene tak-
ing its proper place as an' aid to the
story. The company presenting "On
the Bridge at Nfidnight" this season
Includes two widely known come-
dians for the leading comedy charac-
ters, and other metropolitan actors.
At The Kentucky Saturday, matinee
and night.
The Four Huntings.
Headed by the Four Hunting's, that
clever family who characterized acro-
batic comedy with real art, in the
latest musical comedy success "The
Fool House," will appear here next
Tuesday. The comedy, a neat musi-
cal conceit, is agreeably diverting
from the usual run of musical com-
edies, as it has a decided, well round-
ed plot, a story capable of sustaining
the interest frown start to finish. The
trials and tribulations of two lovers
and their girls who all think each
other crazy and treat each other ac-
cordingly until the mistake is finally.
discovered. In the meantime chanceis offered to introduce the amactest
dancing acrobatic act on the stage.
If you were to take the trouble to
write a personal letter to the dramat-ic. critic of any large city daily pager
and ask what is known of the Four
Nurslings, you ;would undoubtedly
get a reply equivalent that they are
the electric singers aad acrobaic dune
ers whose unique and spirited work
captivates everybody. Every charac-
ter in the "Fool House" imagines the
other one is crazy. This affords un-
limited opportunity for the clever
company to display all their talent
for entertaining in musical comedy.
CASHIER ARRESTED.
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Aug. 24.—W. D.
Archibald, cashier of the defunct
'West Liberty bank, at West Liberty,
Morgan county, has been arrested on
the charge of embezzlement connect-
ed with the failure of the bank. It
will be remembered that when the
bank closed a short time since, com-
panies in which Archibald wae said
to he interested had overdrawn about
S2o,000, which closed the institution.
Jake Reitman and wife sere shot
and painfully wounded by Reitrnan's
brother Louis while driving across
the Tatter's land near Tailorsport,
Boone county, Ky. Louis Reitman
c•rossed the Ohio river and is-a: at-
POLICE COURT
THERE WERE FEW CASES AND
THEY WERE UNINTER-
ESTING,
Protem Judge Cross Handled the
Cases Before the City Court Yes-
terday With Dispatch.
John Smith, for drunkenness, was
fined $1 and costs.
+Ernest Slayclen was fined $5 and
coets.
Antal Beeler, colored, was fined
$25 end.senteneed to jail for ten days
on the charge of carrying concealed
weapons and wan acquitted on the
charge of shooting a negro nemed
Jahn WK.-firer/ in the hands on Aug-
ust to.
'Bartley Turley, and Sylvester Tay-
lor were fined Sit) each for house-
breaking.
The Jake Biederman Grovery com-
pany and Englert & Bryant were dis-
missed. on the &arise of selling
liquors without license after hiving
taken out a lieense.
The breach of ordinance cases
against Woodfock & NleIntyre and
Paducah !sfiattrese company were se%
for Saturday.
The McCawley negro family, the
senior member being Henry Sr. and
Alice Fisher, who possesses a much
blacker color tihan the rest, were ed-
lowed to go free on a breach of the
peace charge.
Where is the Duck.
Mrs. Lou Herring, of South Third
street, is mourning the loss of her fa-
vorite pet duck. The little while fowl
has not been seen for several day, and
its owner is distressed over its failure
to return home. It was a very intelli-
gent "duck" and learned to quack
when quite young and .has been
performing the difficult feat ever
since. A handsome reward will be
paid for its return.
Held to Federal Court.
•Everet Byrd, of Columbus, .vas
given an examining trial for illicit
whiskey selling yesterday before U.
'S. Commissioner Armour Gardner
and held over tti the Federal grand
jury, whodh convenes in November.
Is default of bail he was remanded
to jail
CRICKETS TERRORIZE CITY.
Interfere With Street Cars and Put
Woman in Panic.
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 24.--A plague
cf crickets has swept down on Oma-
ha and has made life a burden to the
inhabitants. The insect's appeared
suddenly by the millions. Falling on
the street car track and being crush-
ed by the wheels, they so greased
the rails that traffic was badly crip-
Ted.
That the little pests came hungry
is proved by the fact that they de-
stroy all clothing and carpets with
which they come in contact. Bushels
of them have been swept from the
stores. They cause much terror
among the women. They almost pet
out the street lights.
Shelbyville, Ind., Aug 24.—While
3,000 people were enjoying the harv-
est earnival in the public square here
and immense cloud of crickets ap-
peared overhead and around the elee
tric lights. The women in the crowd
sought shelter indoors and in the
tents for a time but were driven Prom
the square. The crickets left seen
after midnight. Whence they came
or whither they went is not known.
'A St. Petersburg dispstch says the
situation in the Baltic provinces is
not improving. A social revolution-
ley committee at Riga is said to he
fomenting strife and its emissariesdefy the efforts of th'e police.
THE FIRST IS GONE
CAMP YEISER IS ALL BUT DE-
SERTED ONCE MORE
The 'Third Comes Saturday for a
Stay—Gov. Beckham Will Re-
main Until Then,
The First regiment of state guards
have broken camp and left for their
homes in the metropolis. The regi-
ment left the city last night and ere
this reaches the public eye should be
at its deetination. The regiment
made a very favorable impression
while in the city and its going away
is regretted generally.
The next regiment to come to the
encampment will be the Third regi-
lent, and it will be here Saturday.
This is another good regiment and is
made up of companies of the West-
ern end of the state. The boys will
be more like home chaps and will,
as they should, receive a cordial wel-
come from the people of the city and
vicinity.
Yesterday afternoon Gov. Beckham
and staff inspected the First regi-
ment in a dress review. It was an
attraction to many citizens. The regiment appeared to fine advantage
and won many compliments, but
none that it did not deserve.
Gov. Beckham and the officers of
the guards are still at Camp Yeiser.
The governor will remain until next
week and review the Third regiment
before leaving the city. He is the
'guest of the camp and is enjoying
the outing greatly.
Tonight the officers of the camp
are to entertain the young men of
the city with a complimentary dance
at the park pavilion in return for the
courtesies. shown them. If the
weather permits this dance will nodoubt be a social event most pleas-ing.
The Mayfield company of the
Kenettslcy tate gtsards 411 arrivehere this afternoon about 3:30 o'clock
There will be about 45 in the com-
pany. Dr. John' L. Dismukes, Jr.,
regimental surgeon arrived here yes-
terday. He had this fine saddle hiersebrought over to use in the dress
parade. Dr. J. H. ;Boswell, captain
of the company, had his horge sent
clown also.
—The democratic city eons:mete
will meet tonight with Chairman
Berry and the nominees of the city
primary given their certificates.
BOARD OF HEALTH
(Continued from First Page)
by these papoes where he has beenfor ten days past. Then he will be
allowed to enter Cairo. Otherwise
he %ill be turned back."
The Paducah board of health, it 14
clear, to appease the fright of the
Cairoites, if any of eur people would
visit the place or get into Illinois,
must today name "certain persons toissue certificates" and notify the Illi-
nois quarantine authorities of theperscnei se empowered. Then per-haps all will be well and.then per-haps it won't be well.
Call For Your Money.
Mr. Mann Clark, who has charge
of the fund* for the democratic pri-
mary held Monday requests the Reg-
to announce that all officer, ofthe election and owners of the,,hotasea
where the coolie were kept, can securetheir money if they will call' today
at Bemire drug. store. Seven o'clock
thig evening is the limit and is thelast chance.
Mrs S. E. Mist, of New York 'City,
was shot and killed in a fashionabledistrict of Chicago by a highway-
man.
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Most
Fragrant
+;
I 
IPerfumes
We carry an extensive assort-
+ ment of most fragrant perfumes
—Ssath American and foreign—
assortments; which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as all the old favorite
odors. Prices always reason-
able, never excessive.
J. H. Oehisallaeger
Bregoist
Sixth and Broadway
TELEPHONE 63.
efes+++++4-1-e-e÷-eielee-ee-+-: :III lee
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph, G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
THE RIVER NEWS
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 20.1.
Chattanooga, 4.2.
Cincinnati, 16.g.
Evansville, 13.6.
Florence, 3.2.
Johnsonville, 5.6.
Louisville, 8.o.
Mt. Carmel, 4.8.
Nashville, 9.3.
Pittsburg. 5.0.
Davis Island Dam, 4.8.
St. Louis, 17.6.
Mt. Vernon, 12.4.
Paducall,
The Joe Fowler will be today's
Evansville packet.
The Dick Fowler will leave this
morning at 8 o'cloek for Cairo.
The Kentucky will leave tomorrow
night for the Tennessee river.
The J. B. Finley left last nightfront Louisville en route to Cairo. k
The Saltillo is due out of the Ten-
nessee river en route to St. Louie.
The City of Savannah will passhire Sunday afternoon i-)r the Ten-
nessee river.
The body of Frank Banta wasburied Wednesday at Carrolton, Ky.
He accidently fell from the Condor
Sunilay at Joppa and drowned.
The Lula Warren has been char-
tered by the Paducah & Cairo Packet
company and will enter the trade in
a week or MOTC. She is to take theplace of the Dick Fowler.
August Belmont, Myron T. Her-
rick and others have formed a com-bination of thirty street railway com-
panies and twenty lighting plants in
small cities of Western Penessylvticria
and Eastern Ohio.
Fire destroyed a business, block at
Cal., valued at $15o.000
Only 7 Days More Before Coal Prices Advance
Order Now and Save 2 Cents a 13ushel.
Best Kentucky Lump 1,1 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 10 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY(INCORPORATED.)
Second and Ohio Streitts.
BUDD, manager
• Both Telephone Numbers 254
lin
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&tease eff Information Pertatorsos
Csalaary Departrucgat-iossae
Micelles* DIshiss..
rrND 07 Anil" RITICIIL IA JUNGLE "INTAIR.'s
so losberees at Williamsburg, 1. Y., Ow
Aluminum is now being used we
ddligirely as a material for toilet arti-
Ides. It has -advantagea over silver
ha being light in weight and never
tarnishing, while it costa leas and car
be treated in an equally artistio MAUI'
aer, says Boston Budget.
With a can ef deviled ham one can
lirork wonders sontetimes if one lees
• reliable cue to ,begin operations.
For instance, have a small can of if
and mix it through two gin of cream
whipped stiffly,. Add to this, too, a
gill of consomme in which is dur
thrived half au oance or even lees
gelatine. Pot this into pnper eases
or into little (intim molds and set
ea ice for as long a iinie as renew
eery, or longer, and unmold whes
serving.
Old potatoes should always be
paced over the stove in cold water
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old potatoes stand in ice wo
ter for an hour es, two after peeling
and before cooking.
Epicurean butter is served with
grilled meats. etc. To make it, put
two tablespoonfuls of fiesh butter
In • small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the twilit of a adi
yes' knife a mixture of cayenne,
mined herb powder, minced parsley,
lemon juice and mushroom powder
when this is accomplished, set it on
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
Into dainty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made be
spreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut mats, mixed with
shopped olives and a little 'rayon--
Raise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, ate one peels
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
seed in doughnuts and fried drop
sakes, causing the dough to burst out
Is eery irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pare cream of tartar baking pow.
lbw makes the dough rise slowly, an
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best resulta, eithet put the
lekiettft Into an oven of moderate
gather than intense heat, thee they
mity have time to rise before a brown
unmet termed, or let them stead
I lm senates to rise, anig Shea pist
them into a hot even.
Creamed chicken or creamed swam&
breads may take the plams of creamed
oysters, and are really mere whole-
some and more easily proprared. Par-
boa the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; to each pail. allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped fins.
Stir these into a pint of cream Baum
Where chicken is used, to each three
pounds of chicken that has been most
sarefully boiled and cut into dice ak
low a can of mushrooms and a pint
of cream sauce.
FASHIONABLE FEMININITY.
attractive Features tor Walst• nod
laorra• for Sommer Wear-A
tension of Floanocs.
Aprppos of rev:vale, it may not be
amiss to hint that a return of the
pannier oxerskirt is persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
eninmer shows a felt crown and •
Straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
Mite with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is •
conspicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
eoundation for the skirt.
Red sinus are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
She; are either shot with white or
base an irregular pattern, are in
two shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which id
distinguished by perpendicular line.
of open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
deep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
hese threaded with nariow velvet rile
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a isenion of ruffles
quite a nurnbee or the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front. sometimes a single narrow One
op the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometimes two,' and
lacing opposite ways. No full as to
form a jebot and concealing the fate
&ening of the bodice.
weep the Blather Young and gaper.
This charming power to throwaway
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageolts liberties with mother's sweet
lays when we lay cooing in her arms,
and she was the happiest of women in
pansaciaaeoe. Is it not a pity thet
through our years of neoensary trebl-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
'town? No girl, I am sure, ebuld pos-
sible misinterpret me into meaning
that we are to turn solos *sadder&
blons into foolish 'it:Houle. What I
realty mean is that many matters
would be liaproved if • sense ofihnmoe
shied its light Upon .heen; and Walesa
host be amoomplialm 4 by etrta.—asir
1 (1.11% Led1411101111111
earth What Appease to Me
Old U ***** 1r Visitor.
What seemed to be fragments of •
magnetic Iron Meteor, which may have
lesoonded to the earth centuries ago,
was discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating' a eellai
sn Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
Street, Williamsburg, N. led The like
liovery was midis at a depth of 40 feet,
It being necessary to remove a hill ss
test high before the sidewalk levet was
Peached.
Upon reaching • tan-foot depth la
the cellar excavation the men came
Ipoa the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however, med.
them examine it more closely, and
when they cut into a large pleas of
Ike matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath a
'striate several inches deep of hard-
ened yellow clay.
The search was extended fdrthone
tad the men cams upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a ram's
best. Ali the matter was turned over
to Frank N. Schell, the contrsotor,
who will transfer the relics to some
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. !ft:Th.1C
'that when this meteor fell, perbppe
centuries ago, it struck the eat lilt,
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient is oddest
from the hard yellow clay wIfich seise
mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
iffio•lisirtag D•rtoo of Special Marie
to n• Placed on Souse of the
Warships.
The navy department is proviitag
some of the warships with a new life
raft, says a Washington special to
the New York World. It emulate of
an elliptiaml copper tab. eomewhet
flattened. with air-tight eompare
manta, strengthened by Ina. The
tube is Lnoased in cork, wound with
canvas and made absolutely water-
tight. Attached to this float is a
rope netting this. feet deep, from
which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
on the inner side of the float 'rota
rears which travel on lashings,
It the bottom rests "a he propel
position, no matter which side of the
lost falls upon the water when 11
is thrown overboard. It does net re
Taira to be righted, adjusted or
turned about; it is ready for serAto
the moment it strikes the testes
Gera are attached to the sides of the
Seat to propel it when it ia occupied.
Reough persons eannot get on this
Matt to sink Its and, anIllue the life-
best, It eannee sepsise er founder,
sew, She • ran, go to plume against
the sides of a ship.
The war department is eensidering
the advisability of equipping army
transports with the earn. sort of
float.
NAUTICAL SCHCOL AT MANILA.
loved Oattials to De XtrerythinS Poo.
able C. Inores•• Lerf•any
of the Institntioo.
Naval officials at Manila eritead to de
everything possible for thi, success of
the nautioal school at that place. Thle
institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, who was recently
detached fr m that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain irreg.
ular business relatiens with artily sule
sistence officers at afanila. Another
officer has been placed in charge of the
institution.
The school offerLa free education to
residents of thiq,PhihI lime islands is
such professional dutiiii as will equep
the cadets to perform tier duties of
masters and capers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the eduistion is chief.
ly of a technical and a professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal instruction in the general
branches of mathematics, geography
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
eehool with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instrua
Sion in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements of the pro-
fession for which the students are to
be prepared.
Wireless Telegraphy for Worships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rut in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Wesiainr
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer-
ican men of war with • system of wire.
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recom-
mend system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
son Clover, *seal attache in London,
is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that &wire-
less telegraph expert be sent to Engs
lend to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems dee
"eloped by Lloyd's arena,'
111/ootricity on new York Control.
Electricity for the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip it.
tines from the city's limits to the
3rand Central station, is more thee
a possiblity of the near future. It *
said that an electric engine, in many
of its details unlike anything now is
service, has been perfected, and that
It will soon have a trial. If its our
miss is as great as is promised, steam
power may pass from the Grand IMP
teal station before January I, IV A,
Valls* of lifilnemoto Munn LAI
Minnesota farm leads have tjh
leaned more than 1011 per GailL.
.dege derteg the pail imiT1111
IN A COUNTY in southern Intnolaaadleas than a dewed* ago there .till ro
rosined a rural section which the people is
the towns designated as the "Jungle." a term
of contumely handed down from a peeled
when this portion of the oimety was isolated
ti rniaagia l. road. and covered with deems
The "jungle" fall behind in the
earth of pregrem. Thi_farm wagon con-
veyed the famine to stmesh cei Buidaes whea
the people on the prided* rode he "whirl
Ingram(' or earned Wages& There wassail
prevaiLins style of architecture, which is still
frs.guently seen, the square log house erltli
one room and • boxed-elm kitchen sodas
The lights streaming through the oast smeq
wtadow showed such decorations an the
• as • shotgun sad rifle, the here pow-
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
di the hunt, while on einterevenings the
grieving firelight Sean the cavernous Are
*m threw shadows in and out among the
festoons, of mem*, a dried pumpkin, and
"middlin's" suspend from the rafters.
--Trike-hosorio.whieirgeobe was hers
stood in • small sileased space in the heart
of the lea"' Mese she grew to wonmer
hood with he wider eeperience with the oefe
aide world than the weekday walk to the
aearest village, and an annual journey to the
sounty seat in fair time.
Her first hardship earn. to her at thee&
of six, when she most trudge each day los
le miles to the district school. But *shod
days in the "jangle" were soon °Taint/le boys.
getting the most of the "schoolin' became
the girls material pied had no ass for It,
There were no bachelor maids in the "jam
els." Marriage was a certainty about wheel
the could be so doubt.
Hater Lane being what the natives (4 the
expected she would make a good 
"jungle" celled • "good, smartl 
m
irl.". it
was 
U the Lane home was more picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was because
Hester's hand trained the morning glory
vines over the window in summer and hid
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy-
hocks and princess feathers. Tin pans
and pails shone 'towhee, else with snob
beightnes and luster as they did- on time
bench outside the killben door. Besides
Hester had pieged more patchwork quilta
ea the long winter evenings than any other
girl in „the "jungle," where • feather beet
and bedding and a cow was the dowry every
bride was expected to bring to her hue.
band.
Hester had her choice between Squire
Bledsoe'. eon William and "Jim" Gilbert,
whose father ass the big land owner in
the 'jungle" and could set off ten acres
for the young people to start out with. Bo
ing • prudent-minded young woman. He,.
ter took "Jim" and tee wedding day ens
set for Octorber.
Squire Bludsoe, who had "tied the knot`
he every marriage eeremony which had
taken place la the "jungle" for a tiseashe
swt iet solemn &deice am he d=a g
and sappleineeted the
somesary for the young people to take. A
wedding In the "jungle" yam a quiet &flab1
the real celebration beteg the "tritely" on the
felleertng day, when the =husband took
his bride is Lie father's
Pine and proud Heeler looked ea she
ad beadle "Tine" cia the frost sae el the
new wagon In her "Whir" sirens of "sky
Ulna delaise," trimmed with widt• loos sll
the ruffles, and her last season's bat ro
deo/rated with fresh ribbon bpws. This
gOini away costume represented the savings
ea Us* sale of sigi said butter above the
family groceries for many weeks. It was
"handmade," too, • sewing mules* use
=Lone of the laxariei el the lama
Early as they were, the 'lean' guenae
ware arrivtim before them. The °halm
were armored in a semicircle around the
room. and "lino" and Hester sat doers
near the open door. The company, the
elder members Erre came forward one by
sae and shook them by the hand and 111.
fared their congratulations. There was
+sty ese phrase in which the Food wiahse
oon14 be conveyed. .1 wish you much toy,"
repeated each neighbor, solemnly, an set
town soda. Then there wee slimes in the
room, the rests staring blkly at the
bride and groom, who relic. their ene
barrasament by mcational whispers to seek
ether.
When the jests and witty sayings
flannelled th• festivities of the "in:idgle)
were eihausted some of the older folks he,
gas reminiacesuing at former 'readies. on
essiona
"It's cartons how the world doe. change,:
said Uncle "Jimmy" Taylor. IA and hie
wife, "Auntaleura," were the am
et the "Nagler' "Ton young fells
get married and start out in the
nodadays don't know wEat•bard times aro
You've lumber to floor your house with.
and a evk stove, and you can tow
and ehadre and table already made.
wasn't so fie years ago, when Laura and
got hitched.
lamp lived at old Kaskaskia. H.
lather Ead come over os to the lAinots aide
from Kentucky, and I., being a rowing shag
said tired of Tennessee hills, turned up Sere
ens day and went to work for him.
tag was all done by brad is those days,
Laura behied id the "cern planting. W
in lore and were married. One day ahoy
that I took Thum up behind ma on a hens,
and with all Our worldly goods tied in d
benolle we started out to soak our forturez
Es a new country. We sever stopped
we reached the "jungle," and took ep b
piece of land and built • eabin. lined. al
the furniture with my own bands and
eeetereu the enaltirthe tperiee.. I
I. go to ;ft Loins for almost everYthInd
Es those days, and Laura staid alone in the
wilderness, but the Ynclians were gone, and
there wasn't anything more dangerous In
Lb. woods than varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't have 'band? dinars
those dam" said 'Jim's' father. We had
turkey and venison, which we shot in
woods, and for cake and pie we had•
earn pones baked in the coals on the
'Jim's' mother didn't have a stars-
wedding drew like Hester here, but
Unser woolser she wove herself and eerd
the wool for it, too. There waxen no fie*
hate in them days; the girl was proud wise
weld get a bit of cellos to make a senbes-
est"
?here would have bees mere stories of the
good old days when aimplielty reigned
wedding 'feasts, but the men must hem
sway for the Itionsorsians." and beim"
the nut vent down the ropiouJima had
mare/ally hewn end piled on a pretty ties
so the ten ear's were in their place, aed.
e mew limns was reedy In the "Nagle.'
bath* evening "31111" Bledsoe, time
brought his fiddle and there was a
ignitor, to show that he eberiehed ne
lawn is the sew house, a "lemeorassee
hi," and the wedding festivities vreee2
"JIrn" and Hester stili live la
utessie,* tad the little -home bee
"ffs added to It, sad a neat Altai beelisti-kei>t orchard and garden::r t h.vzv•rd ' rot-on.• the rite which issaws1Fil
will aosa be only=
vildtadilillaireee seeke4hiSia
ANIMAL PSYCHOLOG/1 swim' WIWI TREY Urnis
fuevtions Suggested by the Peru.
liss Habits of Raccoons,
issinions at o bonthorn (Moore*: of
the Ways of the beearingty La-
teiligent Little Denisonm
et the Woods.
•-waszflnal psychology is to be sleuthed,
see, in Paris," said an observant
altizen recently, according to the
Now Orleans Times-Dernoorat, "and
the scientism are going to take the
subject up in a systematic way. That
is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
doubt be productive of much interest.
lug data. Heretofore what scientists
have said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, an it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the pertly experimental stage.
-Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis the' any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would piece animal psychology
among the so-called exact sciences.
But it has occurred to me that a busy,
bustling center of population, where
one may find so much that is artiticial,
AO muc-h that is out of harmony with
the natural order of things, would
not be the place to prosecute in an
intelligent and satisfactory way •
itudy of this interesting subject.
Surroundings • trifle more rugged
would seem to afford • better oppor-
tunity for the observance of mental
processes in the lower order of life,
although, of course, much may be
learned by the method which has been
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern part of the United
States these scientists might find much
data that would give them a more
definite clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animals of the lower order.
That little trick of theoppossum, for
Instance, when he feigns death, shows
an element of shrewdness which one
rarely finds in orders of intelligence
sapposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
Why is it that he will leap up on one
side of a tree and then jump as far as
be can from the other Ode? It is •
trick. He is trying to fool the dog
that is after him by making him be-
neve he is up the tree. The 'coon has
practiced this game for so long that
ao well trained dog will ever howl up
a tree until he hal circled around it
several times to see if the game has
sot resorted to the usual make-belie% a
'Why is it that a '000n, when the
tree is falling under the effect of the
hunter's ax. will scamper dowe es?.
trunk of the tree toward the stump?
He has two reasons for doing it. In
the first place, unless. the dog knows
his business, he will reab out in the
direction of the falling tree. believing
the game will scamper out from the
tsp. In the seeond place, be reasons
that it is safer for body and limb
In either event he is reasoning about
the thing. It is a peyebelogical pries
esa. Instances hale been reported
oy hunters of where 'coons would
leap from the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained dogs, who would
bang around the stump nein they
maid scamper down the trunk of the
tree. But the rule Is the other way.
"The point I am trying to niake,"
ooncluded the observant citizen, "is
that the woods art filled wit% these
evidencee which might trite the sci.
enlists a clew to the reasoning meth.
oda of •nimals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
ilessossaid Mangos in the roles oil
Cereals Droste and itIrdie
Itolokly (Moor.
A polar bear would not have s
/thence in stalking' seals if it were
of a darkerseolor. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its noes.
The sailors who first landed on earl.
one unknown erotic shores and Issue
stated that the bears used to take
them for seals, and begin to smile
them at a considerable distanir, lying
down flat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known plus-
torraph by Mr. Gambier Bottom shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, and
wriggling along in that peettion until
they came to an lc- hummock, when
they would get u;. peer over to see
if the "seals" wets alarmed, and
wriggle on again. The sailors added
that they could always ace the black
nose when the bear got up near, and
rowed that the bear put his paw over
his muzzle . to hide it. The &retie
nixes, the ` kblne" ha.a, the ptarmigan,
ryper and ermine all undergo the see.
sonal change to white by an identical
process, says the London Spectator.
rime hair or feathers, as the ease
might be, lose color and turn, white
by *hat may almost be described as
in instantaneous process. Ira the
foxes and birds the white comes in
patches; but the speed of the color
obange is reemarkeblee There are
many stories of people whose hair
has turned white 'rout shock "in •
single night." Juluoing by the birds
and foxes, these storles must be true.
No one ever sees the process of fad-
ing gotta; on. The feather or patch
of fur which was brown or rneny
gray suddenly whitens. Yet no one
has actually seen the color going.
rho explanation usual; given is that
It takes pitied by night. There 'memo
so "half way" tint otween the white
and the original solos'.
the Rata.
'no Tether—tan so glad John got
sleeted to emegrasse.
The Mother—Yea Tint a great re.
def. No bas trio& on many treys et
meralag • Iltlei awl ihiliade-ikftrai
lawash. -• -
I Staartiar risottos That I. legalese
La by Rome Toone Toopi• tat
roonoylvonisu
At Shamokin. Pa.. some queer ow-
toms have survived the march of pro
roes among the Poles and RIIISIOAIL
Dile of these observenoes la "twitch,
big day." It Is a favorite defy for
bashful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
either than eloquence of tongue. °ap-
iaries the belles of the oosastatrater,
sive an eastern exehange.
Pier days the men feta been in trata-
ing for the run of his life, while the
maids adjure oorseta and rub lini-
ment out their kneecaps every nkrh4
OM wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "switahling day" arrive,.
The man sees before him all the maid-
ens of hi. village. He May take hi.
peak. All he must go is to catch and
switch and dealt with water the one
ei his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If she is
looter of toot then he and escapes
she la tree. If the mem is beloved cd
Ma quarry she seldom seta away,
though hia feet are sled in Lades
oboes.
"Switching day* at Shamokin he
Mester Sunday, when ail the lads and
lames of the ementry round about
gather at the town for the manual
meeting. A girl's starting to run is
accepted as a token that she Is not
averse to her pursuer. The yotath's
start Is accepted as a propomal, sod
no matter what misfortune may he
his quarry he must provide.for her
all the days of his future life
Pathetic Indeed was the illnirtratios
sif tithe tact in the case of Susan Maze
bolo who was by all odds the hand-
somest girl In the ttnissian colonise
for many miles about She was kill
and slender and her eyes wine asure
blue. She was crowned with golden
hair, which grew in dainty eaglets
stomp wpon her head. Miss lianbelt
had more suitors than she weld so
'opt, and she was vary soy. Inset of
toot, the maid had, since arriving at
a marriageable age, pained one
**witching day" in safety without the
giving o her promise.
Mies lianbok untfil admen on the me
sent festival occasion had succeeded
In outdistancing all her punmers.
Many were the races she had rum but
serer bad • switch or a paili of water
some within reaching diatenee of her
rrete form. It was then that Andrew
Nobinalri, a shrewd ?mug nian, who
had purposely waited until Was Man-
hick had become faked, gave chaos.
Off darted the meld, and atter bee
*pod the pursuer.
Down the railroad track they
eeished, all nnLeeding. So 'soiled
were tooth contestants—the man Tos-
sing for a wife, the girt for liberty—
that the approsoh of a train was on-
noticed. The ..ene tooted shrilly
and at its Mart Wm Manlook, at
righted, stumbled and feU upon the
rail. Both of her legs were cut oil
below the knees, but time doctors say
she will live. And Kobirusky, rd-
lees of her being a cripple.
that he will keep bin seentrere ms wed
her just as soon „en .„,7;ed. eble is
leave the nurse* ears.
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN ST ATT.S.
Votismo and torowti op Di re Peter
Amos. Ir•ung Folks to
aerie forylro.
Fred W. Carey has recently tome
traveling through an almost unknown
part of the Chinese Shan states, which
lie between Chiles proper and Burmah.
In the amount of his journey, which
be recently reed before the Royal
Geographical society, he spoke most
favoreleln of the wenoaa of the coos-
tri, though his opinion of the men is
not so flattering, says the Now York
Imo
In their face and figure, he says,
these Shane resemble the Japanese
and the women are, to say the lease,
:tweaks unconventional and fascinating.
There the resetaliance ends. The ma*
ars lazy, good-for-nothing fellowa who
nailer work unless they are abeolutely
obliged to do so. The women toll dur-
ing the summer in the Hoe did& and
spend their time when at home is
wearing cloth and in household do-
nee. They wear a very pretty cm*
terse, including a long white petei-
soat, which is much more boom:nit,
than the ugly mesh& pen trousers of
• e Chinese w one tn.
Mr. Carey describes a diversion of
the young people which very much ire
tereeted him. AI he passed through
the villages the girla often provided
themselves with cotton mood' beak
which they call Imre balls, and many
times he was pelted with these love
missiles. lie says they were of course
not Intended to convey any message
to him., but at the festivities which
take place during New Year's the..
eolored bells have a very Important
part to play. On these occasions noth-
hie Gould be more significant to a
young man, for she is very careful tit
throw it only to the particnier young
nein whom she would like' to marry.
Thus she expresses her preference for
one or another of the swains.. If the
young man °etches the ball, the fast
La a sure indication that he wish.*
to wed the girl, and the eat
might as well be announced at
Out if he misses the ban,, the tact in-
dicates that he does not reciprocate.
the aftoruon the midden desires to
eye him, and she must find a lover
elsewhere. At all other times the game
Is simply a mode of flirtation, when
the maiden OT man who fails to catch
the bail roust pay a forfeit to the
throw's,
Insietat eerie.
The geseii's footmen wear wigs
whisk hers eight rows of muds, Wherw
se thaw of the princes of Wee are al
V seven rows, and tlooitarer si Urban Om esti
•
REVENG2 OF ANINALII•
3ids illoplossolse floistinasist Seems ON
So Woll Developed In Bonsai
oaf Thom.
_—
A number of authentie anecdote,
Ika-ea been eollected by Le Tour do
Mende to illustrate the feet that the
seatimeht of revenge is very well de.
veleped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example,
have long memories when they are
Rubjested to treatment that Hltrta
their feelings. Capt. Shipp& of the
Trench army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow aix weeks after be had
given an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap.
tam n had almoet forgotten the ince
dent when he next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephaet, recognizing the practiced
joker, mmIdenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
and diffused it over the officer's uni-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells.* story
of two Indian elephautil at the siege
of Bnrtpore. Water was scarce and
ln great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as • small elephant and
It. driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying * pail of water, • very
Large sad strong elephant seised the
pail and drank the water. The small..
elephant, conscious of his inferior
etrength, showed no resentment but
bided his time. One day he saw his
enemy standing broadside by u well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand, butted the big one on the side
and Vaintiled him over into the well.
An holism missionary tells of anise
discreet person whom be saw teasing
an elephant by pricking his trunk with,
a pin and then feeding him with let.
Voce salad which no elephant has any
use for. The animal was rather glove
La anger amid he had not tally decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed.
whoa be suddenly seised the man's het
from his hel tore it into shreds and
Sung the f nexits int* the face at
kis tormentor.
A British magasin• tein awhile
ago, of a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller caaisen as his
was a fighter and never mimed •
chance to mix up in • row. Most ad
the doge in the neighborhood bore
scars as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could match
him In a fight. The idea finally
tarred to them, however, that there
Is strength in tilion, and so one night
about a dozen of them went to the
home of the tormentor and thrashed
trim within an inch of his life. The
milkman found next morning that his
dog was nearly dead from the wounds
inflicted. When be recovered from the
scrimmage he was • changed dog, has-
trig wholly lost his tast• for fighting.
Sir Andrew Smith, a soolngist, told
Darwin that one day he sew • tame
baboon in sonth Africa begetter with
mud an Aileen who, all spick and span
was on his we; to pat ade. The offices
had frequently teased the animal,
which took this effective means of re-
venge. Parrots •Iso are anteing trot
animals that do not soon forget per-
sons who tease or maltreat them.
They usnally find some wan to give
some implement moments to those
who are unkind to them.
_
STAR1 OF :MR SHOE - TRADE.
--
• 11•41.4 of the Detains] lfaetery n.
B. leliseed no la Use-
tea Leather Layestiloa.
There is to be a ahoe and 'catboat
erpoeition in Boston, winch contin-
uer to be the ehief market for boots
and shoes in the United States. and
one feature of it is to be a reprodue.
don of the original shoe factory la
the United States, says the New York
Wes.
For many yeses after the settle-
merit of the American colonies no at-
tempt was made to manufacture
boots and oboes for the market, foot-
wear being imported from England
and Prance. This was a period of
band-made shoes exclusively, etc' no
towns large enough to have a local
shoemaker, be supplied all the needs
of the inhabitants. In towns not
Large enough to sustain a village cob-
bier a traveling shoemaker went from
place to place, stopping a day or •
week at cash.
So far as is bowie the first shoe
factory in Mestmehusetts was sits-
ated in Danvers. not far from the
bistorie house in which (hen. Porter,
of revolutionary fame, was born. As
early as 17S6 various shoemakers lure
at work currying, cutting and enie-
making at the original factory in
Dan Imre.
The original shoe factory of Dan-
cers can, it is 
'
said, hr reproduced
without oscine expense, and ea the
boot and shoe interest in Maseaefite
netts is now not only well established
but enjoyteg an unusual amount of
commercial prosperity, with a larger
foreign market than it Peer he'd bee
fore, it Is thought probable that the'
exhibition will be representative lap
many respects.
tcalynmehehoeiesf amreulleterinets bLewhiAcuheAtrTnalifir.s
dngland, the West Indies, Cape Tows.
texico and Canada.
Dew to Invest,
The man who gots the most out of
life is the one who is always looking
up, who is determined that everything
be does, every investment he makes,
shall leave him higher up, is
Attie further on. To learn, therefore,
how to spend for the higher fseeltiea
instead of the lower, so that themsnly
qualities, rather than the animal, may
be developed, is a problem that
fronts us.—Suceess.
Maar mean Re.. e.
You will lad a good mast aiss.
maw at whom you did not empeat
have deader* telt\ tbil.......71z=
xmamaya.
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Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
gcods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Ste. phone 237& Clay Sts.. phone 311.
7. K. Hendrick, J. 0. Miller
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms i,a and 3 Register Bull&
ing, 523 1-2 Broaaway.
Practice in all the courts of the
State. Both phones 31.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture ov
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
ax 3 to 21g South Third Bt.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNE LAW.
so9 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upetairs
Commercial and Co-operative
Businewi a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Room 13 and 14 Columbia Brdir.
Old Phone TOG.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rao s ir and is. Coloothi
Building.
Paducah, . • - Kenestky
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER--
ROOMS 3111 and sit, Fraternity Bras
Will practie't courts of Ky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phoses 335
Office liourst 8 to to a. nt, z to 3
p. no and 7 to 9 p. m.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 40 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kentucky.
—When in Want of—
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse
-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
ing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR
319 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, g36-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.—Roome 203 and see
Fraternity Building.
1111.11(111Kb 11.11•LILD 101 DWI&
• Office phone en% Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Pratemity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACIOR AND aamLnana
Repair work and hoeing a specialty.
• Nohow it.a. • k
4.03
•P
few Yin* Huntows Obligee be Pa,
0400 See a Day's Maelalita
ea a Elm Varna.
John Headrieknos. • breeder St
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasent Valley,
on the Cocheeston turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re-
sently found four of his !Meet young
heifers Is .the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, which had eso.
bred the bodies just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Inks. had passed over
his farm in quest a partridge, and
that 'throe had been heard in the
rieinity'od the field where tha settle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed timbal. Be
was seised with the idea that thty
had been mistakes for leer by the
linters.
Hendrickson west to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascertained
their names and addressee in New
York and after coessiderable difficulty
located them. He haa just returned
after seeing them, and as • result
of his visit he to $500 richer than
whim he went te the softy.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
?rash paw..., et *names, PM. Ovine.
mentos 11.easlauly lasaimrsomat-
able Dieleulties.
Atlanta, a small tows south of
Bloomington, ILL, haa in Prank Claw-
son a fiddler whose chief bid for
fame lies in the fact that he is with-
out hands. Clawson haa been, a per-
former on the violin since boyhood.,
and his skill was such that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
year. ago he was caught is • bile-
yard and both bends were so badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his ad-
dling days were over, the old instru-
ment was laid away by the owner.
The old-time longing to bring oat
music became toe strong to be re-
listed, and ha eroneeived the uniqes
Was of playing without haada. Ile
made a eontrivenee eat et heavy
wiree, which enabled him be wield the
bow. The matter of fingering was
snore diffienit, but by hard practise
he trained the stump of kis loft hand
be make the necessary shifts from
east Gering to another, and from po-
Sties to position. With the fiddle
held in place by his Ws and knees
sad with the help ef his finger P •
1.11116 Clafflr•011 manatee to play
nearly as much su ones as formerly.
• YOUTHFUL GRANDILL
sa . emirietea, of Iowa Halts les.
Oislan• Ike fteeer4 tow Me
Nortbweet.
— —
• grendmotler Ise t• le the record of
idrs. Jame. P. Carleton. of Iowa Fella
ie., who elaiase the dirtinction of being
Ike youngest grandmother in the sa-
tire northwest. She is hoping to he.
great-grandmother by the time she
ss 41.
Mr and Mrs. Carlota, were mar-
ried in Ohio ie years age, Mrs. Carleton
being only 11 year* old when she wee
wooed, won and led to the altar by her
routhfui sehooletsete. Lem than two
years later, when oily IS years of age
ibe beesm• a mother. The tendimey
toward earry manna gee In the Carte-sem
family was transmitted to the daugis
ter. and two years ate, *5th. ere of ia.
she was married. Last week she lor-
'same a mother.
Until recently JIM*. P. Carleton wax
postmaster at Iowa Pelle, but • few
months ago he end his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn., where theer daagbler
and grandchild reside.
Movement fee Seeeillflaa the Weerea,
A promising movement has been
started is Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The Ides orig.
Meted with Dr. IL R. Jones. of Rich-
mond. and several prominent , and
wealthy negro,u are associated with
him. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be *established near
Richmond. Plots of ten amen each
will be laid off, and upon mush will
be erected a four
-roomed log cable
of antigets style. These plots will be
sold on easy installments pleas te
I:meet:see anxious Se better them-
selves. They will be given prod:Atrial
and systematist instruction in farm-
ing, an experienced expert from the
inetitute at Hampton being engaged
as instructor.
riaa a Prodigious l'unneL
A bold, remarkable project is we
oeiwing attention among Russian en-
gineers. It I. proposed to oonetruot
a tunnel under the main chain of the
Caimans* mountain. fi.ven a point 411
miles south of Vladikavkaa The tan-
eel will be U miles 'lose and soot
rc000noo. As soon as the Trans-111-
berian railway is finished. it le be-
lieved. this Caucasian Wessel whirls
has the warm support of Ilse war,
will be earomenoed. From • military
and eamaatereial point of. view the
wort will be of wort importance. as
the inky areal esansualeesticas with
bana-Omeseis frees mothers Runde
b an ordinary mead treat -Vtailib.
wires ts•LINIs.
Ilabeede esba.
• C ag ate there wane !MS rehab
boltshe witirtinodseillitleft
*MAU eise UJIMI. l
emAw
Vika -!:r7•0
/-
iteentea AbIlliati /OTIS&
Sow Wean la Drees Ormamentanes
La Evidence iss sae Up-to-Oat*
Creataakes,
A charming evening ga„,...s for
young girl is of rich miroir satin.
veiled with either white, gokl col-
ored net, showing a cialicaee design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral de-
sign, alternating with roses or ca
menial' sewn on in a studied careless
seas, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal has Intro
*Need an effective novelty this season,
namely, black velvet roses, about the
size of the palm of one's head, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffon.
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawn. These roses make the most
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brides
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting e
yoke of lace and lace sleeves a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handsome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
kern, put on very full and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At • recent society function in Paris
one of the mos4 picturesque and no-
ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis XVL corsage formed •
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decellet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
ever the shoulders and teemed a point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be a
sovelty, although unique ante exceed-
ingly beautiful examples are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jeweiry
and dress accessories have turred
their attention to the Russian produe-
lions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is suffi-
cient guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaffing in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige. and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exeeedingly well on foulards,
especially white foulards, with fins
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which give. it a light effect
White foulard with black Chantilly
incrustations is • good combination.
It la less expensive than the very rich
embroideries and in man ways is
rery desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
• Oomfortafile Ooneb flat la TAMIL,
liad• at Mome—As Annette
Oak Scala. its
Few families, whether in tows or
country, have sufficient closet space
In which to keep gowns and
wmps unwrinkled. The safer way,
In any case. is to lay them tatty
and smoothly in a box large enough
to accommodate them at their full
length. Such a box may be made
st home in such a way as to verve s
double purpose—that of couch and
wardrobe combined, coy. the New
York Tribune. A stout box of unpaint-
ol wood, six feet four inches long by
about three feet four inehes wide, can
be constructed by any bit boy or his
mother without difficolty, using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cross strip
near each end, and must be firmly
Mewed on the box. Line the inside of
the box and lid with a servireable cam-
bric or anemic Then nail • cushion,
deep and springy, to the top. This
cushion may be mode of an old hair
mattrest picked to pieces and put in
new ticking of the proper size, or of
"wool waste," or may be procured at
little expense !roman upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chints is
bow plaits all around the box, and cover
be top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with a full pinked ruching
of the fabrie to °epees] the opening
Niro(' a strofig loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift it, and it is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pillows and with an at
ghan thrown over the foot. this makes
a comfortable couch by day, and evesby night if necessary.
An excellent hail table for a country
onuse was evolved not long ago by an
ingenious girl from an ordinary un-
991n.ed kitchen table without a leaf.
She sawed two inches from the legs,
then stained the whole with a black
Wain, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in e
stone jar, with just enough water to
cover them, and left to simmer on
stove for half a day. This liquid e
applied to the wood and left to di
Vinegar in which a number of rust,.
calls had been eteeped was then
brushed ever, and repeated until the
sable acquired a good antique oak col-
oring. Brass rollers were then fas-
tened on the legs and ADOld-f11-1111100•4
brass handle put on the drawer. which
was stained inside to match the out-
side, and served for holdinegloves,ete.,
A scarf of dark red leather wee fas-
tened down the middle of the table withbrass heeded tacks. and, behold! real-ly handsome "old ran" ball tablet
And a Goma One,
Willife—Pa, is polities a profanities
pr business?
Well, that demands upon AP.
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Hew the Reaidens Were Halo as
Saler by the Swarasina Seekers
After Game.
The dawn of November 1, calm and
fair and beautiful, was like many
lovely mornings of Octeber. Nature
had not marked off any sudden
transition from the eighth to the
ninth month of the year 1901. The
Little birds sang cheerily on bush and
brier; the squirrels hustled akerut
among the fallen leaves for the tooth-
some chestnut and the rabbits
scampered through rustling dews
sad sheltering eepse in the very full-
aeas of long-eared liberty and legal
protection, euys the New York Time&
Thus it seemed in the heart of na-
ture, but not thus was it in the heart
of man. The writer had just turned
over in bed for that hour of sweet
sleep which la said to enhance the at-
tractiveness of noble features, when,
bangi bang! came a shocking sound
directly under his wiadovr! Whitl
was this? Did he drew:fa Was it the
Fourth of July?
"Hello, out there!" he yelled;
*what are you doing, anyway?"
For his chickens were squawking
Led flying around the back dooryerd,
sod their antics suggested at once a
[reacher after domestic fowl. Prole
the depths of the garden shrubbery
Issued this reply:
*To-day iss the law oudt! Der rab
bits as as much mine as yours!"
"Get out, get out!". responded th:
man who had lost his sleep. "I will
not have them shot! You are a tree-
passer!"
"Corn hee-er!" answered the die-
grunt led rportema n, saving bit empty
gun in a threatening manner. "Coa
hee-erI"
"So; I'll not comet" shouted the
man in his nightgown. "I'll send a
constable!"
After a lively interchange of per-
sonal abuse, in both choice and
broken English, the intruder left and
an attempt was made to catch the in-
terrupted nap.
But, alas, the battle was on! The
entire German population of Gutten-
berg, Union Hill and Jersey City had
taken to the field. Men, dogs and
guns wand apace. By nine o'clock
the uproar was terrific.
Across the way a widow saw two
men, two guns and live dogs chase a
rabbit under her barn. She protested
and the contingent withdrew.
Five minutes-later the awakened
sleeper ordered free men and five guns
off of his lawn. And still they cams.
Moved to desperation he got hurried-
ly into his clothes, sought for a pot
of black paint and brush and began
furiously painting signs which read:
"Shooting — Trespassing — Strictly
Prohibited."
Some timid soldiers saw the signs
and fell back, but a few old veterans
had to be routed with violent lan-
guage.
So the day wore on, until the be-
leagnered writer found himself un-
eonseriously murmuring: "Would that
night or Blucher would corner Then,
indeed, appeared the strangest of all
It was the man on horseback?
Over is the near-by pasture lot
loomed to the view a fat Teuton on a
bay pony—game bag, big boots, short,
don ble-barreled gun and all. Three
stout fellows hammered the inoffen-
sive bashes with sticks and four
amble hounds Wigged their tails and
bayed aloud under the deep-voiced
commands of their master. The ob-
server looked, saw and fled?
Although the br nnies had shown
themselves freely during the month
of October an this 1st day of No-
vember the historian of the battle
counted only one—and that one
sought for wisdom and a refuge un-
dee time tadtfe barn. And this gees
to show that Brother Rabbit knew
something if Mister Man did not!
1r OM laj Wonsan Farmer.
Hon. Lilah Constance Cavendish, the
,7-year-old daughter of Lord Clues-
ham, is the owner and manager of
• black farm near her father's estate
In Buckinghamshire. Here she keeps
black cattle, black horses, black sheep,
black goats, black dog, black cat,
black rabbit—blach everything that is
Zo be seen on a farm! She had black
chickens, and used to sell eggs to her
mother. Lady Chesham, but one night
a marauding fox came along and
cleared the hencoop. Of course, in •
hunting country it is crime unspeak-
able to kill a fox, so Miss Cavendish
took the opposite course and gave up
keeping fowl", for her black farts
must not mcare a monetary lose The
country people are amused and inter-
ested in her hobby, and the standingjoke is that Miss Cavendish has every,
thing black except her delrymaidel—
London Mail
A Deserted Street in Paris.
A queer discovery has been made
In Paris in the shape of a street unite
babited aad Ignored by all. In the
....ses of the work in progress for
walloping the Rue Vaneau, this road-
war—which it would be incorrect to
describe as a thoroughfare, consider.
lug that the ends were blocked up—
was driscovered. It hid neither pay.
Int stones nor pavement, was two
meters wide, and an old inscription
showed that it was formerly called
Rue d'Olivet. It would be useless to
meek the name in a directory, for it
Is certain that until a few days age
no one knew of the exletenoe of the
fl d ' 0 li ve t.—Parielde menet
A Royal Whinier.
The mar of Russia is a wondierfol
whistler, a.nd eau whistle the moat
Intrleste variatione on aseonal af
He entertains %Moab friends in MP
way.—N. Y. Rua.
*See direthe.
A critic to a gnesos-e, btry wle woo
=dz.,
Soastary Wilson to Encourat.D.
velopment of the Industry.
WEI Ask Cesarean km $10,000 See His
raimeee et Prehensile-, Test and
Invenigation id What Can He
Deno in United States.
Secretary Wilson, of the departmeal
at agrioulture, is determined to re
Mrs interest In the cultivation of silb
worms *ad mulberry trees in tht
(hilted Btatea, end the sum of $10,000
which he has asked magress to give
hint to develop silk culture In the
United States for a preliminary test
sad investigation, will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the ootaitry who has some
ewe time for the work lathe planting
ef mulberry trees and the care of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
granted Secretary Wilson will torn his
attention first to the south, on account
of the large amou.nt•of cheap labor
to be procured there. If the results
is the *truth are at all astisfector)
V- -a the men, women and even the
children will be. appealed to by the goy.
ernment to lend a hand in establishhig
a new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Winton, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experitent of silk culture. The work
Is about all done in tLe spring, and if
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of congress will have at hill
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to his constituents. I think it
likely that I shall call upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tuskeree, Ala. He is ready there
to take hold of the experiment and
do much lo a short time in educating
the people in silk culture.
'190 far as I am concerned, I know
milk culture can be made a success in
this country. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be it success, but it lea success,
and the total yield this year will be
1100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean war—
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
spon the leaves. The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstaele, and he he
mediately improves' almost any ides
er Industry be imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
Sanaa Governer ad Raman Urges
Amerlean S.a.y for tee in
tb•
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver coins into correepond-
hag coins of the United States and for
the immigration of a limited number of
Chieese laborer. conditioned upon
their engaging In agricultural pursuits
rely daring their residence in the ter-
ritory and their retura to their own
err4ntry epon ceasing to be farmers are
the chief recommendations of H. X
Cooper, acting governor of Hawaii, is
his annual repo-t.
The prosperity of the islands, accord.
tag to the tooting governor, depends on
the successful and economical produc-
tion of sugar. "The employment of
airreati and Jwpsneee by the planter,,"
he says, "never bar and never will In-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained it
means millions of dollars spent for ma-
chinery, building materials, tools, steel
sad iron and other supplies of Ameri-
can manufacture."
Sew Jersey's Per. Feed Law.
What is said to be the strictest pure
food law in the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the officio of state dairy coro.
esiesioner ha. been abolished end his
duties have come under those of the
thief food inspect .r. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
can come into use for human con-
sumption so food or drink lo included
under the law. The inspection will
even take in canned goods. It doe•
sot matter Whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
idde the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
Dt•prevee Seek Theere.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the oow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D.
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more proper aced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now cer-
tain that he has disproved Dr. Koch's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
monioable. Dr. Barney said last
sight that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.
Eoeh's theory.
reisoners in British Indian Jae's.
No fewer than 587,884 prisoners
were in the prisons of British India
In 1899-1900—an ineseme of 92,084
over the number for 1991. Of this
huge total only 14165 were females,
whIchAka smaller proportion thee
is n countries.
OM of a Delo...
A new ferns of benefaction to
Kew nalytand town is that taken is
tho gide of Isaac's Alio& of Mew
a.
ir:idtesuriCoa Karthasilk
WWIDAlitlfUL IOW* WOLK.
Heavy Tan 17pon CU* Illoaaerloe St
Clerks In the Halted States
hallway Postal service.
--
Millions of people are complaint rag
aowadaya of being taxed financially,
but an army of men in the employ
of Uncle Sam are burdened with a
mental practice unheard of, as re-
tards extent, in any other country of
the world. Things that a railway
postal clerk must remember have in-
creased in such volume that one would
think every cell of his brain would
be filled with the name of a post office
er railway oonnqetion, and the won-
der is U at the clerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
tljeser facts easestof insanity among
this class of public servants are rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald,
One Chicago postal clerk maintained
for several years a record of 21,005
cards (which takel the place of letters
a examinations) with an average per
oent of correct distribution of a free-
lion over 99 per emat. He knew how to
reach that many- offices In severed
states by the shortest, quickest rotile,
and he knew tl.e correct location of
each office in its state.
A clerk on the.New York and Chi-
cago railway pest office must know
the correct location of every_post of.
Ice In a group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana.
Minnesota, Souls Dakota and Ne-
braska. In these seven states there
are 12,817 post offices. Not only is the
clerk required to be "tip" on the gen-
eral scheme, which means the correct
location of the post offices in each
state, but he must know how to reach
the whole 11,000post offices from one
or more stations.
A clerk running between Chicago
and Minneapolis underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in 15 years,
learning 13,308 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the exapinations he was re.
quired to make a Chicago city distri-
bution, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of a
mile a minute he must distribute let-
ters to the carriers of the Chicago de-livery. He must know not only where
every public building and leading mere
%utile house is located, but also how
to divide the numbers on a particu-lar street,so that he can "lie out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
'mg to the route of thb latter. This
same cler oxide 13 examinations la
mten oat th en average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In MO
examinations he came out of nine of
them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such • task, taking into
sonsideration the puzzling similarity
of- names that are used to designate
post officeel Then, too, must be con-
sidered the fact -*kat there are hun-
dreds of eases where in each eat. Is
• post office of the same name. For
instant's, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, four Garfield., four
Genevas, four Smithrilles, foer Spar-
tam and five Jefferson., and so on.
In some instances there is a post od-
ic. of the same name in each of the
seven states. As one may imagine,
this only tends to confuse the averse*
mind.
THE MOUNTAIN LION.
the Chameloo Rmagh-and-TUnibill
Flakter of tie Cat Trib•-.New
Hard to ries.
Prom a itory in et. Nicholas we
slip this description of the old-Unie
mountain lion:
There was • time when the Ameri-
ma mountain lion was one of the
most formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of natarer
and bra mesee4.iairts,111 we... e 011.1 the
most terribly armed and powerful of
tie cat family. It was a oompasst
mass of hard and tough muscle and
gristle, with bones of iron, strong
lows, sharp teeth, and claws She
Noel penknife-blade& It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quiele,
covered with a mail-coat of loose skin
that was as tough as leather.- It had
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it bad
the proverbial nine lives of the eat
tribe.
Against such an animal it was
hopeless to match dogs. It was said,
in the school-books of 40 years ago.
that "three British mastiffs caa pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
grown American mountain lion of
that time. Be was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
been "lolled down," that was exactly
the position in which he fought best.
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
big free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any pogition—well,
when be was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar%
haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the home of the
northern -winter blizzard; but he at-
tamed his greatest size and ferocity
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arizona.
These animals are ne longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot ho;)e to flmi any of the
old-time power or ferricity.
Olippiaam tot Stored needles- 1
As his children .attained the age of
ten King Edward had everything eon-
eerning them which appeared in the
newspapers,pseted'iato albums, and
these were handed over to them whoa
Illbey reached years-of discretion. The
prince of Wales, however, began at the
beginning, and each if hie Andrea
has a volume of newspaper outflows
dating from the Amy es Id•1116—Gbea
sane sthroatels,
McPherson Says
TEN PER CENT OF THE MO-
SQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
THAT CARRY THE MALARIA
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXER-
CISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
:YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
INSECT.
S1CAT SKEETER
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN
TWO SIZES, xoc AND 25c.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. 180.
Cce. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Friday Morning, Aug. 25, 1905.
emer(es.
LOCAL NEWS
The Kentucky Realty Co., tog Fra-
ternity Building. Old phone .85t.
—The L. A. L. baseball club will
go to Benton today to play the crack
team of that place. Benton defeated
them in a previous game.
—Mr. Chas. Nicholson a big tobac-
co dealer of Mayfield, was in the city
yesterday, looking after his loss in
the warehouse fire Wednesday night.
He had about too hogsheads of tobac
ev burned in the tire.
DETECTIVES AFTER COLEMAN
Still He Protests Innocence and
Wants to Be Released.
Two detectives arrived in the city
yesterday from New Orleans and leftiast :night for Frankfort to secure
requisition papers for the return, to
that state eV Walter Coleman, who
was arrested here as being a fugitive
from justice.
Yesterday Hal S. Corbett, attorney
for Coleman, tiled a motion asking
that a new hearing be granted.. The
motion will be argued this morning
before Judge Cross, of the city court.
Coleman protests his innocence of
belonging to the gang of robbers who
operated on box cars in the South
and says when tried he will be exon-
erated,
Resent the Interference.
There ha-. been no appointment of
the two extra policemen by the board
of police and fire commissioners. The
council at its meeting last Monday
night passed an ordinance providing
for the two extra officers. The po-
lice commissioners say that they do
not intend to appoint the officers as
they are not needed. One of the
members of the board stated yester-
day that they could attend to their
own business regarding the police-
men and did not need any advice
from the council.
lir Was Settled Satisfactorily.
• The talked of suit of Carat R. B.
Davis against the 'Bios building com-
mittee, for breach of contract rela-jive 'to the drawing of plans for the
liege Elk traikling, is off. Yesterday
wisile Capt. Davis was here he met
the committee and their differences
were adjusted to the satisfaction of
all the interested parties.
BUILDING FOR SALE.
Bids for the building isew occupied
by John B. Terrell as a -.table on
Fifth street will be received by the
undersigned, until Sept. 5.
si G. R. DAVIS,
Pres. Elks' Building Ass'n.
Rey Morgan and wife have return-
ed from a visit to Benton.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES.
RLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
terday from a visit
Tenn.
Mr. Salem Cope has returned from
a visit to relatives in Fulton, Ky.
Captain Henry Smith has'gone to
Bowling Green, Ky., on business:-
Mrs. Emma Hart and Miss Julia
Hart have gone to Evansville for a
ten days' stay.
Mr. Fred McKnight left yesterday
for Lambert, Miss., where he has ac-
cepted a position.
Mr. C. A. Wilson, of Mayfield. is
in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A Baker left yes-
terday for a month's visit to Bowling
Green, Ky., and other iplaces.
Mr. Roy Cully is confined to his
borne on Madison street with an at-
tack of chills and fever.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Scofield and
Miss Sue Nelson have returned from
Chicago and other points north,
Miss Mable Goagis, 06 Henderson,
is visiting Misses Nell and Mary
Barry.
Had Straw and Robert Hayden,
Jr, were in the city last night.
Miss Annie Morgan, of Benton, is
the guest of Mrs. W. I. Foster, of
South Fourth street. '
H. A. Fruitatna, of Murray, was
here yesterday enroute to Cerulean
Springs.
Mr. Cheeky C. lierndon, of Nash-
vilee, will arrive today to visit his
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Thomas
Herndon.
bliss Fannie Ciarney is visiting Mrs.
E. Keegan, in Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Nancy Walston and family
visited relatives at Dexter, Ky., for
several days.
Misses Ruby and Willie Winn have
returned to their home in Mayfield
after a visit to Miss Mary Louise
Roberts.
Miss CarnIcon Born has returned
to her home in Waco, Tex., after a
cisit to the family of Mr. Jake Weil.
Mrs. Sarah Sanfield, of Mound City
Ill., is the guest of Miss Isabella
Hutchinson.
Mrs. J. Frautham and niece, Miss
Mary Engl.:art, have returned from a
visit to Mound City, 111.
Miss Ruth Baynham, of
is here on a visit.
Dr P. H. Stewart has
from Chicago.
Mr. Robert Zimmer, of Columbus,
Ky., is in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben D. Williams, of
Kansas City, Mo., are here on a
visit.
Mr. 'Ben Reed, of Louisville, has
returned home after a visit 'here.
.M11-9. Viola Johnston, of Mohler„
Ala., who has been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Y..A. Hutchinson, has gone to
Berton for a. visit.
Mrs. C. E. Whitesides, who was
taken with congestion Wednesday,
is much better.
Dr. H. F. Williamson has returned
from Louisville.
Mr. W. J. Dickie and Mr. R. B.
Black have returned from an extend-
ed tour of the East and Canada.
Architect B. B. Davis, of Louis-
ville, returned home today after a
short business trip here. He came in
yesterday morning.
Judge B. C. Parsons and Mr. El-
liott Wadsworth, of Boston, Mlass.,
are in the city to complete the details
of the public properties deal.
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Wells left
last night for a trip to Michigan.
Mr. L. P. Head has returned
from Denver, Col., where he attend-
ed the grand lodge of Eagles.
Mrs. Herman Friedman and son
have returned from Chicago.
Mrs. Armour Gardner and son,
Mr. Charies Cox, left for Dawson
yesterday.
Miss, Alude. Lugenhill has return-
ed to.heir`borne in Louisville after a
visit tca alatives here.
Miss -VVillie Lamb, secretary of the
Women's ;Foreign Mission society,
of Louisville, is visiting relatives
here.
Hon. G. P. Thomas, oil Cadiz, was
in the city yesterday.
Miss Altna Kopf is
Shawribetoiren, Ill.
Miss Bettie Hawkins returned yes-
to Dyersburg,
nayfield,
returned
visiting in
(Mr. Lists Harbour has gone to
Bellbteckle. Tenn., to re-enter schoel.
Mr. G. W. Landrum letturned to
Smitblandi yesterday.
Mr. Willie Smith. of Lamont, was
in the city yesterday.
Mb-. V. S Griffith, of Benton,. sras
in the city yesterday.
Dr. P. W. McKeei, of Wingo, was
in the city yesterday.
Attorney Mike Oliver, of Ilentot,
is in the city.
'Mrs. D. A. .Meachtam and son, Au-
brey, wilt leave Monday for Cadiz to
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HARPY DULL INTRODUCES
TWE
HUNTING5
AAP AVE aZ4r,d74i4'Y /N THE
TOPSY TURVY MUSICAL COMEDY
IN THREE ACTS.
Own Scenery.
Own Songs.
Own Dance..
Own 'Music.
Own Ideas.
More
More
More
More
More
More
More
Catchy Music.
Pretty Girls.
Artistic Dancing.
Bright Comedy.
Originality.
Big Laughs.
Good Plot.
Than any other Musical Comedy
—ON THE ROAD.—
Prices: 25c, 50C and 75c.,
Seats on sale Monday at g a. m.
visit her brother, Rev. John Cun-
ningham.
Mrs. M. G. Wilson, of Mechanics-burg, has gone to Lyon county to
visit her mother, Mrs. Dupriest.
Mr. and Mks. Frank G. Schmidt
have returned from a visit to Hen-dterson.
Mk. and) Mrs. James Herring are
visiting here from Memphis, Mr. Her-
ring is a well known N. C. & St. L.
engineer and formerly made Paducah
Ibis borne.
The Sinithland Banner of the 24th
says: Mrs. Frank Rieke, Miss Flor-
ence Dawson, Miss Margery Sayre
and Master Lynn Boyd, of Paducah,
who have spent the past two weeks
enjoying the Echo Springs, returned
home yesterday.
NEW TEACHERS
SCHOOL
NIGHT'S
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED—First-class cook for
smelt family. Inquire at 408 Wash-ington street. tf
'WANTED: Six colored waiters.
Enquitte of Mrs. Katie Craig, at Fifth
and Jefferson.
WANTED--White girl to do gen-
eral housework. Call'at 319 Clark
street or telephone 1583.
FOR SALE—Store window and
door frames. Can be seen at 317
Broadway. Phone 1715 for prices.
FOR RENT—Furnished MOMS
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
NNIANTED—To rent a a-room
house or flat for small family. Old
'phone 630. MRS. J. K. LEMON.
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
FOR RENTA store house and
residence above, aetto3 South Third
street. Apply at 705 Kentucky
avenue.
FOR RENT—A seven room house
next to dirtig store, Third and Jack-
son street. Sewer and gas connec-
tion. Db A. Yeiser.
FOR SALE—Sideboard, refrigera-
tor, gas range, one set dining chairs
and shade's. Apply to Dr. P. H.
Stewart, 623 Jefferson street.",
WANTED—Boy of from 12 to 15
years of age to work in office.
Chance for promotion. Address' in
own handwriting, H. E. F., care of
Register office.
LER BARBER COLLEGE, St.
Louis, Mo.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, haft recep-BOARD AT LAST tion hall hot and cold water, nodMEETING CHOSE out buildings, tact yard with shade
, gp 
FOUR. trees. Wil sell on terms to reit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 63o.There Are Still Two Vacancies in
Teachers Corps Which Will Be
Filled Soon.
i
The board of education of tire pub-
..
Sic schools held a meeting last night
at their session room in the High
school building. It was a regular
gathering.
1
'Among much routine or regularbusiness consickerele and chspoded of
the board heard the report of the
superintendent of buildings, Ur.
Hnyer, and also discussed the buying
of coal for the schools for the winter.
In disposing of the former matter
the report was received and filled
and relative to the purchasing of coal
the secretary was ordered to adver-
tise for bids for furnishing the sup-
ply needed.
The secretary read the resignation
of Miss Ida Rebout as a teacher in
the schools, she annomacing that she
Was resigning to go to Chattanooga,
Tenn., to accept a place there. The
resignation was accepted.
This sweeling the vacancies in the
teachers corps to six the board took
up the matter of filling the same and
having several applications, on the
recommendation of the conunittee in
charge, proceeded to make choice
therefrom. Four new teachers were
chosen, leaving still two vacancies, as
folkows: Miss Virginia Cosby, Miss
-Edina Barrett, W. E. Everett and 0.
R. Tatsvrakl.
The board also took up the matter
of electing janitors for the SC120019
and on the report of the committee
on supplies, made the selections and
fixed the salaries, as follows:
Washington building, Silas
salary, $75 a monitt.
Jefferson building,
salary $35 a Mouttt
Leg building, David
ary $35 a month.
Lincoln building,
salary $35 a month.
MkKinky building, Henry
salary $25 a month.
Franklin building,
salary. $35 a nxinth.
Garfield building,
salary $35 a month.
Missouri
Charles
Key 1,
May Conyer,
Albritton, ssil-
Henri, Moore,
Jones,
Stone,
Noel.
• •
WANTED—Men to learn barber
trade. Few weeks completes. Po-
sitions guaranteed. Top wages paid
graduates. Can earn expenses be-
fore finishing. Write today. MO-1
Will Be Ready by September 15.
The books for the city assessment
will be ready by September 15 and
City Assessor W. S. Dick will be pre
paced. to receive, the assessment of
all preperty owners. The law pre-
scribes that property owners shall go
to the assessor's office and give their
fist instead of the asses-or going
out Ater them.
ODD FELLOWS BARBECUE
The Illinois Central railroad com-
pany will sell tickets to Boaz, Ky .
and return for 6o cents on local train
leaving near Broadway and Eleventh
street at 7 a. m. Saturday, August 26,
returning on train leaving Boaz at 4
p. m. same day.
G. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent
PLAIN LACE CURTAINS,
LAUNDERED. AT 25 CENTS A
PAIR; FANCY, 35 CENTS. BLAN-
KETS, 25 AND 35 CENTS A PAIR
WE GUARANTEE NOT TO TEAR
THE FINEST CURTAINS MADE.
PAD. TOILET SUPPLY CO.
Old Phone !ars.
RUBBER TIRES.
For cards, until September tst, I
will reel:gibber vehicles with first-class
International solid two-wire !libber
tires at to per cent, discount from
regular prices. J. V. GREIF, Man-
ager, 319 Kentucky avenue.
For Sale.
For sale. Stock of groceries at cot-
ter Ninth and Tennessee. Will ex-
change for real estate or cash or note
with security.
Frank Just has added a hand-
some suite of bath 'rooms to his ton-
sorial parlor. Fine shower and
needle baths, 525 Broadeeay, next
door to the Register office.
Three persons were killed and two
engines were demolished in a wreck
on the Union Pacific railroad near
Roseville. Kan.
THE DRINK YOU WANT IS THE DRINK THAT
QUENCHES THIRST, COOLS THE BODY, TONES
UP THE SYSTEM AND MAKES YOU FRESH AND
FRISKY AS A KITTEN.
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
IS THE PUREST, MOST DELICIOUS BEER ON TAP
ANYWHERE. IT'S MADE FROM CAREFULLY SE-
LECTED MALT AND HOPS, BY THE MOST PER-
FECT MODERN BREWING SYSTEM.
EVERY DROP IS A DROP OF KEEN DELIGHT.
Co telephone Subscribers.
THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIBERS OF THE FOLSOIIEDALE
TELEPHONE CO. CAN BE REACHED BY OUR SUBSCRIBERS.UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR
THIS SERVICE.
Anderson, Crawbard.
Albritton, E. W.
Allcook, Oliver.
Barton' &farrot.
Baldree, Chas.
Ilsldree, J. R.
13:.rger,•lishivard.
CrVIM1,6* B.
CrOss, W. A.
Davis, Alec.
Donovan, J. A.
Dossett, G. W.
Fristoe, R. H.
Fry, J. W.
Garton, B. F.
Garton, W. A.
WE ARE
OUR LIST.
CALL CHIEF
GiBson, N. A.
Green, Dr.
Hodges, N: A.
Jones, Q. L.,
Mason, L. H.
Mason, Dick.
Monroe, J. W.
Murphy, A. H.
Nestler, John.
Otey, Dr.
Otey, B.
Parrot, Arcian.
Pryor, J. S.
Quisenberry, J. L.
Rives, S. 0.
ADDING MANY NEW CITY
IF YOU CANXIOT FIND THE
OPERATOR
Russel, Wm.
Rust, G. W.
Shelton, Dr.
Simmons, Sephous.
Thomas, L.
Thomas, H. K.
Thomas, Dr.
Thompson, J. T.
Tompson, R.
Thompson, Hazard.
Thompson, Thomas,
Townsend, H. M.
Walters, Lee.
Wirford, J. B.
Watkins, J. T.
Whiteenseee, R. W.
SUBSCRIBERS TO
ONE YOU WANT
Peoples' Independent Telephone Co
Ask Your Grocer
For KB/1LS
ARISTOCRAT [LOUR
The Standard Flour of
The World,
It*
so
Si
-
Call Camp Yeiser Over
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.
Exclusive Exchange Connection
independent Company's Exchange Connection
Discontinued.
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DI,NNEill
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
"Va..VINTIL a P.M.
DINIttlt SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. 12:30 to a.
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. sos.
FULL] LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALLSOTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
INCOR PORATICD.
wa1 ,130th 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery. _ Eleventh and Tennessee 
r1 
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